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294 Washington Street, Boston, MA 02108

rship :Q Private individual
Private organi zation_
Robert Leland

Public

owner

(4^
Organization Sherborn Historical Comm.

Date June - July 1981

-CRIPTION:

Date 1939

Source Leland

Style

Architect

Exterior wall fabric wood shingle

Outbuildings barn, shed

Major alterations (with dates) third

house to occupy this site, second

house, built 1730, burned in 1939.

Moved Date

Approx, acreage &o

Setting situated on a rise overlookjig

Mill and Hollis Street, hay fields

0 SS 110 Mill Street
Farm

oric Name House or Hopestill

Original residence

Present residence

Original

Recorded “by Edward W. CnrHnn

Sherborn

V.

to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

Area Form no.

%
'

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTUR.M SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and

evaluate in terms of other buildings vithin community)

This house is a replica of a salt box which had been buil-t in 1 730 and was
destroyed by fire in 1939. Part of the f i r e -d e s t r o y e d homestead was
incorporated into a barn which was consutned by fire in 1 968 . The present
structufe is 2-^ stories tall, swa hed in shingles, and has a much smaller
central chimney than that oi the 1730 structure. In terms of its archi-
tectural significance within the town, it represents the strength of
family ties to a particular property— Lelands have owned their land since
1654. In this case the choice of a saltbox for a colonial 20th c. dwelling
is more than just a picturesque revival of a colonial architectural . form.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (e:>:plain the role ovvTiers played in local or state history

and how the building relates to the development of the community)

Although the present Leland house of "Hopestill Farm "was built in 1939, itt>

land has significant historical associations with the Lelands, one of
Sherborn”s founding families. Its land has been in the same family since
1654, a record that would be difficult to equal anywhere in the United
States .

Bopestill Leland was born in England about 1560 into a family associated
with Elizabeth court circles. He was in his 70

' s when he crossed the
Atlantic with Fernand Gorges. Arriving in Sherborn via Watertown in 1654,
he died the following year and was the first to be buried in the old South
Cemetery. Hopestill's son Henry was deeded 80 acres of his brother-in-
laws Thomas Holbrook land in 1666. (The 80 acres had been part of a 5001
acre tract deeded by Richard Parker of Boston to Nicholas Wood, Andrew
Pitcher and Thomas Holbrook in 1652.) Henry Leland had occupied this land

1 for twelve years. Henry Leland married Margaret Badcock and built the
. first Leland farm houe to the northeast of the present house. The second
« Leland hoflse was built on the site of the current homestead in 1730.

Over time the Lelands have figured prominently in the annals of local and
state military, political and commercial history. Seventeen Lelands went
to the American Revolution and three participated in the Civil War. At an
undetermined date Lelands began operating a grist ^nill and later a sawmill
on Mill Pond to the northeast of their house. It burned in 1922 and its
ruins are still visible.

During the late 19th c. the house and mill are labeled James H. Leland. He

was a Sherborn selectman and vice president of the Investment Committee of
the Holliston Casings Bank. He was also a Representative to the General**

BIBLIOGR.APHY*' and/or REFERENCES

Anne C. Shaughness5^s

Rev. Abner Morse The History of Sherbom_^d_Holliston

'Historical Sketches, Sherborn Tercentenary , 1652-1952

'

\
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m
' Court from Sherborn in 1867.. His son James H. Leland was a wholesale and

retail dealer in pine, oak and chestnut lumber and slabs.

The "Hopestill Farm" has long been plagued by fire. The first Leland House i

was burned by Indians. The second house was destroyed by a conflagration
precipated by an electrical storm in 1939. Despite these disasters, Lelands
continue to live and work on their land.

It is interesting to note that one Hopestill. Leland descendant became a

First Lady of the United States. Thankful Lelends daughter, Abigail Powers
married '’Millard Fillmo re who became Pres.ident upon the death of Zachary
Taylor, July 9, 1850.
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Sherborn m
ss 11 Nason Hill Road

brie Name Stannox Farm

I
residence

U i. CL W

location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

Organization Sherborn Historical Comm,

residence

rship
:H Private individual
Private orga.ni cation pavid

Howland

Public

Original owner John Fisk

RIPTION:

Date c. 1750

Source Margaret Dowse Buntin' s file

Style Georgian main block with
Revival cottage on property

Architect

queen anne shingle &

Exterior wall fabric clapboard

Outbuildings barns

Date June - July 1981

Major alterations (with dates) enlarged

several times - late 18th c. and

.early 20th c.

Moved Date

Approx, acreage \\6. 8 7
•

Setting located amidst farm

country which retains its pre 20th

rural charm am.

(Staple additional sheets here)
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*It is flanked by polygonal bays. This house provides a look at the various
stages of a New England farm’s evolution.

^ Note the Queen Arme shingles which cover the attics walls .

ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

' ¥

This farm house evolved from a center chimney salt box built c. 1750.
Over time it has been greatly enlarged. Its main block is country Georgian
in character. Projecting from its 4 bay main facade is ah enclosed entrance
porch which boasts a classicized entrance. Its 12/6 windows are simply
enhanced and its edges are crisply defined by narrow corner boards and
molded cornices. Projecting from the roof center is a massive chimney
which features a flared-out base. Attached to the rear of the house is a
charming c. 1840 Greek Revival cottage. Its main facade features a recessed
front door which is surrounded by heavy Doric pilasters and an entablature. *

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history

and how the building relates to the development of the community)

Stannocks Farm has historical associations with the Fifek family, (Stan-
nock is the Nipmuck Indian name for wigwam) . Its site was part of the 1644
grant of land to Lt. John Fisk of Dedham. In the middle 1700' s John and
Sarah Hill Fisk lived on this land. Thier daughter Abigail married Captain
Samuel Learned who owned this property by 1798. Capt. Learned along with
eleven Fisks fought in the Revolutionary War, CTwo of them from Sherborn
I nd the others from Holliston and Natick).

By 1857 the farm was taxed to Gershom Learned of Natick. In 1875 and
1889 a Henry Neale is listed as this property's owner. Frank Daniels, the
historian, resided here with his family until 1908, when it became a summer
home for different owners who employed resident managers. During the Depres-
sion years the bank foreclosed on the property. At that time some of the
farm help set up a still 'in a silo. It was eventuall^^aided by the Authori-
ties and it was the "biggest Haul" ever taken in Massachusfetts . Since 1961
Stannox Farm has been farmed ^s in the 1700' s and 1800 's by a resident farmer.

P. S. Prank Daniels was a carpenter v/ho married Mary Neale

in 1868. They inherited her fathei^s farm and turned it into
one of the most profitable fruit farms in the region.
Daniels was the largest^each grower ir/this vicinity and his
apple orchard one of the best. HS became an authority on fruit
growing • In addition he was an assesor ,

Selectman , a member
of the Overseers of the Poor. Pr: ancas T. Daniels^had probably

the best knowledge of settlements and laws covering aiimo the
poor and unfortunate as any man in town. '

BIBLIOGR-^PHl'* and/or REFERENCES

,Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research

nine C. Shaughnessy - A Guide to Sherborn and The History of Sherborn

Maps of 1788, 1875 and 1889
Pramingham News clipping from Sherborn Library file dated 1925
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1/ Mo^ia (dill Rd.

Above: Another view of the main house at Stannox Farm 1981

Below: The Greek Revival cottage which is attached to the
main house, 1981
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Sherborn

s 36 Nason Hill Road

ric Name Jonas Fisk House or "Red

Original residence
Farm"

Present residence

rship : El Private individual
Private organization John

Peirce

Area Form po.

71

Gal

Public
I

~~

-J Original owner Jona^Fisk

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest

Date June - July 1981

DESCRIPTION:

Date 1765^ possibly 1779

Source Anne C. Shaughnessy

Style mid 18th c. frame vernacular

Architect

Exterior wall fabric clapboard

Outbuildings garage and barn

Major alterations (with dates) east ell

added at undetermined date, "greenhous-

and west wing added in' 19 70 's.

Moved Date

Approx, acreage 15,53

Setting situated between Nason Hill

(north) and Pocassett Hill (southeast)

surrounded by woodlands with extensive

trails.

1

(Staple additional sheets here)
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*vivbr from farming days in the Stannocks or "Old Fisk" neighborhood.

ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFIC.ANCE (describe important architectural features and
^

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

This simple mid 18th c, farm house is composed of a 2 \ story main block
and two wings (east and west). Like most of Sherborn's 17th and 18th c. dwel^.i.

lings the 5 bay main facade of its oldest portion faces south. This writer
leans toward 1765 rather than a 1770' s or 1780' s construction date because thei^

spacing and proportions of its windows, along with its massive central chimney
are features which are more clearly tied with earlier, country Georgian struc-^
tures. Its windows and front door are simply enframed by verticle and horizon-
tal boards. The red barn to the right of the house's driveway is said to date
to 1812. This house, despite recent additions, is an important 18th c. sur-*
HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role o^^Tle^s played in local or state history

and how the building relates to the development of the community)

This house is situated in the heart of the so called Stannocks region
of southwest Sherborn. The word "stannocks" came from the Nipmuck Indian
word denoting their houses and it was in this fertile area that they chose
to settle. Red Gate's land was part of a 1644 land grant to Lt. Joshua Fisl^er
of Dedham. Anne Shaughnessy notes that Fishe^old to one of the first sett-
lers, Nicholas Wood, who left in his will "All those lands, meadow and upl^'
which I bought of Lt. Fisher to my son Eleazer. " This corresponds to land*^-^
in the Stannocks bordering Hollis St. and Nason Hill Rd. By the 18th c. the

^

Stannocks was also known as a "Fisk neighborhood". Red Gate Farm's main
block is said to have been built in 1765 by Jonas Fisk. In that year he
married Mary Hill. His brother John, married Mary's sister, Sarah, and
built the house at Stannox Farm. (11 Nason Hill Rd,) By 1792 James and Abial
Nason Hill owned this house. Nason Hill Rd. was named for their son who was
born in 1812 and farmed this property for many years. By the late -19th c.

a J, N. Hill owned this house. During the 1920' s and L930's this house was
owned by Selectman Ira Ward. Richard Saltonstall remembered him as a"man
of integrity, ability and most agreeable personality," He was one of the
last drivers of Boston horse drawn cars before moving to Sherborn. His
apple cider is widely remembered.

People by the name of Cozzens owned this place as late a» 1913
and probably later ..Ira Ward was married to their daughter.

BIBLIOGRAPm" and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin’ s research

Anne C. Shaughnessy - A Guide to Sherborn and The History of Sherborn

Maps of 1788, 1874 and 1889

Joseph Blanchard *s remlnlcencas^ 20M-2/80
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Sherborn

1 North Main Street

ric Name Dr. Oliver Everett House

Original

Present

residence

residence

rship Private individual
Private organization Mrs.

Thomas Homer

Public

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features
Indicate north.

Original owner pr. Oliver and Mar ia

Sanger Everett

DESCRIPTION:

Date 1833

i

Source Everett family papers

Style Federal with Greek Revival detail

Architect Capt. Bowen Adams

Exterior wall fabric clapboard

Outbuildings attached carriage house ^

well house

Major alterations (with dates)

Recorded by Edward W. Gordon

Moved Date

Organization Sherborn Historical Comm .

Approx, acreage less than one acre

Setting situated opposite the Dowse

Memorial Building and the Central

Dat! June " July 1981 Cemetery

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTUR-M SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

The Dr. Oliver Everett house possesses Sherborn ' s finest Federal/Greek

Revival entrance,
.
The Federal influence is evident in the door's side

lights and fanlight 'while its pilasters exhibit a variation on the Greek

key motif. In terms of form this house is rectangular and rises 2h stories

to a gable roof (whose attic displays a distinctive square window similar

to one at 64 Farm Rd.) Its main block is one room deep and has a central

hall. Architecturally this house is integral to the character of an area

which is rich in 19th c. private and public buildings,

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history

and how the building relates to the development of the community)

This dwelling was built' in 1833 by Bowen Adums, one of Sherborn’s

early 19th c. master builders. Adams built his own house at 27 South Main

Street (still extant), 1 North Main St. was constructed -for Dr. Oliver

Everett and his wife Maria Sanger Everett, daughter of Joseph Sanger who had
a house and store across the street (site of the Dowse Memorial Building)
and niece of Col. Calvin Sanger who lived next door, (8 Washington St,). Cs
Maria inherited the land for this house from her grandfather Capt.. Samuel
Sanger who had his tavern where 3-5 North Main St. now stands.

Dr. Oliver Everett was the town's physician from 1825 until his untimely
death in 1852, He had the dubious distinction of being the first person
buried in the new Pine Hill Cemetery, Anne C, Shaughnessy notes that a "Doc-
tor was 'called' by the committee appointed to choose one, in much the same
)way that a minister was chosen, and he usually served an area larger than
^ the town itself".

This house has remained in the same family to its sixth generation and
remains essentially as it was built with the attached carriage shed and
well house. The original specifications of the building contract are in
possession of the family and state the overall cost to be $1700.

BIBLIOGR-APm" and/or REFERENCES

L-4argaret Dowse Buntin ' s research

/Anne C. Shaughnessy - A Guide to Sherborn and- The History of Sherborn

20M-2/80
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Detail of the entrance to 1 North Main Street 1981

1
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Area Form no.

s'lMfe;-;:
Sherborn

ess 2 North Main Street

House
oric Name Deborah Perry Dowse Coolid

Original residence

Present residence

rship : (3 Pfivate individual
Private organization Frederick
and Christina Wilhelm

Public

Original owner William Bradford

Homer Dowse

Draw map snowing properxys
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

JScRIPTION:

Date 1914

/

Source Margaret Dowse Buntin .

Style Edwardian

Architect probably Pray, Hubbard,

^ . ... White of Boston
Exterior wall fabricmasonry , stucco
covered, green slate roof
Outbuildings none

/3iD6.
Major alterations (with dates)

diH.
Moved Date

Approx, acreage 1,06 acre

Recorded by dward W, Gordon Setting situated behind Dowse Memorial

Or ^ani at ion Sherborn Historical Comm,

Date

Building, to the south is the Ol^Cen

August 1981 tral Burying Ground, Driveway extend

from Town Office parking lot. Well

maintained lot,
(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

f')

Within Sherborn's building stock this house represents the only foray
into Edwardian country house architecture. It is reminicent of the work of
English architect Sir Edward Luytens (1869-1944). William Bradford Homer
Dowse, its first owner, probably had a first hand knowledge of English country
house architecture as he frequently travelled to Europe for business purposes.
It is one of the very few pre 1920 masonry residences in Sherborn. Of a rec-
tangular plan, it rises 2h stories to an unusual half hip roof. Its walls
are covered with stucco. Its main (south) facade is highly symmetrical and
exhibits projecting elements. The principal access to its interior is via
a projecting open porch - fluted Tuscan columns support a porch roof composed
of an entablature and segmental hood>. The curve of the porch roof is ectioed.

by the round arches which crown flanking projecting bays. On either side
of the main entrance are multipane "French" doors. 0n the second floor a

small casement window is flanked by double windows.

This building is surmounted by a slate covered half-hip roof whose
eastern and western segments flare out and sweep down to the rooms of the
^irst level. The eaves of its main facade display closely spaced brackets.

trio of projecting dormers in the roof's center and a pair of chimneys
with projecting chimney pots greatly contribute to its overall picturesque
appearance

.

BIBLIOGRAPHY and/or REFERENCES

interview with Margaret Dowse Buntin
*owse Genealogy
Maps of 1857,1875, 1888

20M-2/80
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HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE 2 North Main Street

This house was built in 1914 by William Bradford Homer Dowse as a home
:or his widowed sister, Deborah Perry Dowse Coolidge. It is located behind
the Dowse Memorial Building on land owned by Joseph Sanger in the early 1800's.
Sanger's barn stood on this house's site and his residence on land occupied
by the Dowse Memorial Building. In addition Sanger owned a General Store to
the south of his house and a tavern across the street at 3-5 North Main St.
Sanger's proper-y passed to the Hawes family in the mid 19th c. and to Charles
A. Clark in 1888. Dowse bought this land from .the Clark family. Pray, Hubbarc
and White (1906-1918) , the Boston architectural firm which designed the Dowse
Memorial Building, was probably also respomsible for this residence.

William Bradford Homer Dowse was the only son of Rev. Edmund and Elizabeth
Bowditch Dowse. He was born in 1852 in his father's house at 25 Farm Road.
His father was pastor of the Pilgrim Church from 1837-1905. William B. H.

Dowse was Harvard educated, a successful patent lawyer and businessman and a

philanthropist in the tradition of his Sherborn ancestor Thomas Dowse (1782-
1857). He gave the town a library in 1914 (now the Town Offices) and a war
memorial in 1924 - Cyrus Dallin's "Memory Statue". Deborah Perry Dowse
Coolidge was a school teacher in the Sherborn public school system. She
authored "A Short History of Sherborn" in 1918. She lived here with her
invalid daughter until 1946. From the late 1940' s until 1980 this house was
owned by the Pilgrim Church.

m
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ess 3 and 5 North Main Street

Name^^s.S.E. Sanford
House-slLy of- Sanger

Original residence

Present residence

rship :O Private individual
Private organization_

Al 1 en T.- Plmi -hh

Public

Original owner sanford i/elend

Area Form no.

n.

SKETCH MAP ...
Draw map showing property’s
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

Date July, 1981

DESCRIPTION;

Date c.TfiVn

Source •
,

Style late 19th century frame vernacular

Architect

Exterior v;all fabric aluminum siding

o

Outbuildings

Major alterations (with dates) synthetic

'siding added in the 1970 's

Moved Date

Approx. acreage .50

Setting situated across the street from the

Dowse Memorial Building, located in one of

the most densely settled sections of town.

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and
evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

Unfortunately this residence has been denatured by the application of aluminum
siding to its walls. Essentially L-shaped in plan, it culminates in steeply pitched
intersecting gable roofs. Projecting from its North Main Street facade are covered
entrance porches and a polygonal 2 story bay. Still in tact is the original
multi-paneled front door. In terms of scale, if not fabric, this house is integral
to its densely settled linear neighborhood, which includes houses along South
Main Street and Zions and Linden Lanes.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role o\%Tiers played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

At some point this houses land passed from the heirs
of Joseph Sanger to a IVIrs. S.E. Sanford, Built about
1870 , the present houses configuration first appears

' on the map of 1875* Its lot was once" occupied by
Samuel Sangers tavern. The Sangers were one of Sherboms
most prominent families during the l8th and early 19th
centuries, Samuel inherited the tavern' /store/residence
from his father Richard, who made a small fortune in
Maine and Massachusetts land speculation. The old tavern
was described as a "long,low stincture only one of
its eleven doors was utilized as an entrance, "It was here
that Washin^on stopped on his last trip through New
England (17o9),By the early 1800 's Samuels son Joseph
owned this property, His handsome Federal house was loca-
ted across the street on the site of the Bowse Memorial
Building, His brother .Col.Calvin Sanger lived a short-
wa]Jk: to the south at o Washington St, His daughter, Marian
and her husband,Dr, Oliver Everett , built the house next
door at 1 No, Main St, The tavern last appears on the map
of 1857.

By the 1890 's Jennie and Sanford. Leland lived here,
*between 1857 and 1875.

BIBLIOGR-APm' and/or REFERENCES
Anne 6. Shaughnessys T^e_History__of Sherborn

Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research
1875 map
1889 map

maps of 1788
, 1857 ,

'
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^
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Area Form no.

&1-

Sherborn

ess 4 North Main Street

brie Name Dowse Memorial BiiilHing

Original library

Present Town Offices

rship :O Private individual
Private organization

Public Town of Sherborn

Original owner Town of Sherborn

ux Ar% litu

location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

JRIPTION:

Date - 1914

1
vJ

Source "Sherborn Past and Present -

Recorded Ijy Edward W, Gordon

Organization Sherborn Historical Comm
,

Date August 1981

Style Jacobean
1674-1924"

Architect Pray, Hubbard and White of
Boston

Exterior wall fabric Flemish bond brick

Outbuildings

-

Major alterations (with dates)

Moved Date

Approx, acreage less than one acre

Setting located on hillside overlookin

North Main St. houses to west, adjace

on south to old Central Cemetary and

Memory Statue

(Staple additional sheets here)



ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and
evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

r

Completed in 1914, the Dowse Memorial Building is situated to the north o
Sherborn Center's Washington, South Main and North Main Streets intersection.
Adjacent to its lot's southern boundary is the

_
Central Burjial- Ground which

contains gravestones dating to the late 17th century. To the rear of this
building is a competant example of Edwardian country house architecture. Di-
rectly across the street is the Oliver Everett House (1833) , one of the finest
Federal-Greek Revival houses in Sherborn.

Essentially T-shaped in plan this ivy covered two story structure is
composed' cf .a 61' x 30' main block and a-27'_x 22' fire proof rear wing. Con-
structed of Flemish bond brick, 'limestone trim and concrete,, it is one of the
Town's very few masonry structures! Sty listican.y , it" may be loosely termed
Jacobean. In the center of the main facade is a projecting pavillion which
culminates in a Flemish gable. This mid-section is flanked to the north by a

pair of battlemented mullion windows and to the south by a recessed entrance
porch which is located on the main block's northern gable end. This compact
structure is crowned by a slate shingle roof.

Its interior contains fine oak panelling and Dowse family portraitsl,, i

Moses Wight, William Paxton and other American artists. The 16' x 29' deliver
room, now the reception area, culminates in a barrel vaulted ceiling which i(

divided into three compartments by ribs springing from pilasters on the walls.
Adjacent to its southern wall is the 22' x 16' Trustees room, now a mail room
and office area.

On the north side of the old Delivery room is the 20' x 28' general readi:
room which presently is the Selectmen's r«;om. It has a fireplace -and windows
on three sides. This room originally contained two large reading tables. The
east wing was once the stack room and presently houses the Town's records.
This 27' X 22' segment is completely fireproof.

In the basement is a 36' x 28' hall which serves as a meeting room and
display area for the Sherborn Historical Society. - It is amply lighted by
windows opening above ground level.

Although the Dowse Memorial Building no longer serves as a library it
has been effectively adapted for use as a Town Office building. It is a

picturesque e'arly 20th c. addition to a Town Center comprised primarily of
early 19th c, residences and public buildings.
BI BL I OGRAPm"" and/or REFERENCES '

.

'
'

Maps of 1857, 1875, 1889
"Sherborn Past and Present 1674-1924". - Sherborn Historical Society
Anne C, Shaughnessy - The History of Sherborn '

Untitled newspaper clipping dated 6/10/14 in the Sherborn Library Historical f

Landscape Architecture Magazine - Jan. 1948, vol.38 No. 2 (’



HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE Dov/se Memorial Building
4 North Main Street

Originally built to house Sherborn's library, the Dowse Memorial Building
presently contains town offices. William Bradford Homer Dowse presented it
to the Sherborn Selectmen on May 18, 1914 "on condition that the Library be
used and maintained by the town as a free public library to be known and calle
the Dowse Memorial Library." It was his wish that the basement house the
Sherborn Historical Society. It was given in memory of his parents. Rev.
Edmund and Elizabeth Bowditch Dowse. This building's design was provided by
the Boston architectural firm of Pray, Hubbard and VThite.

The Dowse Memorial Building occupies the site of the Joseph Sanger House
(built c. 1800). Joseph, the brother of the lawyer, cotton factory owner and
real estate magnate. Col. Calvin Sanger, owned land on three sides of the Cent.
Burial Ground and on the western side of North Main Street. Joseph Sanger's
general store stood on the southwestern portion of the Dowse Memorial Building
lot. His tavern was located across the street on the site of 3-5 North Main
Street. By 1888, Charles A. Clark owned this property and it vms from this
family that Dowse purchased the library's land.

Born in 1852, William Bradford Homer Dowse graduated from West Newton
Classical High School and Harvard (undergraduate and law school) . His father
Rev. Edmund Dowse was pastor of Sherborn's Pilgrim Church from 1837-1905. He
developed a successful patent law practice and had offices in Boston and New
York City. By 1898 his energies were devoted to oversee his manufacturing
interests. These included Reed and Barton, United Carr Fastener and other
businesses located in the U. S. and Europe. Governor Calvin Coolidge appointei
him as his personal representative to the Tercentenary of the Pilgrims departu:
from England and Holland. He was received by Holland's Queen VJilhelmina. He
followed in the philanthropic footsteps of Thomas Dov7se (1782-1857), a leather
dresser who spent most of his life in Cambridge but left money for the Sherbori
Town Hall's construction. In addition to giving the Library, Wm. B. H. Dowse
provided funds for Cyrus Dallin's Memory Statue, a War Memorial dedicated in
1924 (located just to the south of the Library)

.

Dowse 's "center of education and sociability" was designed by Pray, Hub-
bard and White of Boston. Information pertaining to this firm is sketchy.
It was founded in 1906 as Hubbard and White and was located at 15 Ashburton
Place and later at 101 Tremont St. Pray joined the firm a year or two later.
Its partners, James Sturgis Pray, Henry Vincent Hubbard and Henry Preston
White were Harvard educated and shared a passionate interest in Landscape
Architecture. Toward the end of his life, Henry Vincent Hubbard recalled the
year Dowse ' s building was erected. He noted that "In 1914 our firm had a good
year and interesting practice. This was completely squelched by the war, and
we three partners were busy at other things. We dissolved the firm in 1918."
Of the three, Henry Vincent Hubbard (1875-1947) had a particularly memorable
career as a landscape architect. After receiving training in architecture
at M.I.T. 1897-1898 he completed his education in landscape architecture at
the Harvard Graduate School of Design. In 1910 he was a co-founder of"Land-
scape Architecture"Magazine . He was the author of numerous books and articles

I

on landscape architecture, architecture and city
.
planning . From 1921 until

nis retirement in 1944 he was a Professor of City and Regional Planning at
Harvard. In 1920 he became a partner in the Olmstead Brothers Landscape
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architecture firm.
tects from 1931-1935. ^

Further research is needed to identify other buildings by Pray, Hubbard
and White. Besides the Dowse Memorial Building they are probably the architect
of 2 North Main Street, an Edwardian Country House in the manner of Edward
Luytens. It was also built in 1914.

Prior to the Dowse Memorial Building's construction Sherborn ' s library
had been housed in inadequate facilities in private homes and later in the
Old Town Hall. In 1860 Sherborn was among the first Massachusetts towns to
take advantage of the General Court's permission to establish local libraries.

The new library given by Richard and Mary B. Saltonstall opened its doors
on January 17, 1971. It is located on Sanger Street to the south of the Old
Town Hall. Since that time the old library has been known as the Dowse Memo-
rial Town Office Building.
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This house was located on the site of the

Dowse Memorial Building, It was dismantled in

'the e^ly 1900s

.

*

Ehotogianhs courtesy of the Sherbom Historical Society.
ABOVE* clE70s stereopticon view.
BEIOW; Late 19th c view looking south .
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cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

Date .Tniy, iqRi

Town sherborn

Addres s 7 North Main Street

Historic Name undetermined

Use: Original residence

Present residence

Ownership
:0 Private individual
Private organization_

J. WeH.pr T.pvpring

Pub 1 i c

Original owner undeteirmi ned

DESCRIPTION:

Date c. 1890

Source ^laps

^
Style late 19th century frame vernacular

Architect

Exterior wall fabric aluminum siding

Outbuildings barn to rear

Major alterations (with dates) ^ iQ 7n'o

aluminun siding covers the original

clapboards

Moved Date

Approx, acreage

Setting part of one of Sherborn' s most

densely settled areas—located across from

the Dowse Memorial Building.

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and
evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

Although completely denatured by aluminum siding, this structure warrants
inclusion in the survey because its scale and form, if not its fabric, is integral to
the character of its area. It is part of the "country-village "-like section of
North Main Street and Zions and Linden Lanes. Its Tnain gable facade is distinguished
from that of a Greek Revival temple form house by greater width, verticality, and a
more steeply pitched roof.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

This structure does not appear on either the 1875 or 1889 map. Presumably it
was built c. 1890.

Its lot was part of the Sanger Famil;-’s hoiaing during the

iStlii-and early 19th centuries .The Sanger Tavern was locav

ted next door at No.Main St.

This house's bam appigars on the 1875 map—it was owned

by Mrs. S.E. Sanford. She owned 3&5No. Main St.

BIBLIOGRAPm' and/or REFERENCES

1875 map
1889 map

maps of 1788&1857 o^

( ,

20M-2/80



Area Form no.

.qhprhnrn

S 9 North Main Streetm̂
=y^oric Name The Onion House

Original residence

Present residence

rship :0 Private individual
Private organization Paul J,

and Barbara L. Keough

Public

Oric^inal owner possibly Capt. Jacob

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

Pratt

DESCRIPTION:

Date c. 1830-1840

Sherborn in the 1840 's

Style cape

Architect 1

Exterior wall fabric clapboard 1

1

Outbuildings

Major alterations (with dates) rp;^r .qdditi oJ

dates to the late 19th century

Moved Date

Approx, acreage less than one acre

Setting situated on the slope of a hill in t

Organization Sherborn Historical Commission densely settled area which includes the Dows

July, 1981Date Memorial Building. Behind #9 are the ^^Ptag

of Zions and Linden Lanes.

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and
evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

This is one of Sherborn' s most attractive Cape Cod cottages. Its plan reflects
the traditional cape formula—one room on either side of a central hall. Projecting
from the center of the 5 bay main facade is a c. 1870' s door hood.- Leafy, punched-
out forms which may be loosely described as oriental or Eastlakian decorate the door-
hood. To the rear of the house is a one story wing. This house along with cottages on

^

Zions and Linden Lanes form a country village-like enclave. #

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role ovsners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

I

This house is said to have been built prior to 1840." possibly by Capt. Jacob Pratt.

He was born 25 April, 1806 at 35 Farm Road, a dwelling which he later inherited.
His children grew up at 9 North Main Street, including Jacob, who lived here in 1875.

Jacob Pratt was an inventor and landscape architect of note . He laid out the formal
gardens at 8 Washington Street (Col. Sanger's house) and was the landscape planner for
Sherborn 's Mt. Aub\irn-like Pine Hill Cemetery. For many years this house has been
known as the "Onion House." In the early 1900 ' s an elderly widow named Mrs. Onion
lived here. She is remembered as a "tiny old lady swathed in black widow's weed and

[who] had many cats."
^ NoteiMrs. Onion was Alma

^

•

3. Ware, daughter of Albert
Penninan Ware and Joanna
).Leland.She was bjom in
Sherborn in 1846 *In 1895
she married Charles N.
Onion of Currivil3ft,I\rlASS.

r
‘ '•

''

'

Charles died in 1910' at Sherborn
^d she lived here'.alone with her
cats unlilher death in 1924. In
the late 1930' s David Daniels
bought this house when he sold th
family homestead at 2 Snow Street
where he had lived with his famil
since his father's death in 1920,

I

i

BIBLIOGR-APm’ and/or REFERENCES

Margaxet Dowse Buntin' s research
Anne C. Shaughnessy-A Guide to Sherborn
1875 map
1889 m^ 1

1857 Map

Susan Ware's Genealgical research-1981
Joseph Blanchard's reminicences

.

20M-2/80
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The Onion; House.

9 North Main Street, c183Os

Early 20thc. Photograph courtesy of

The Sherbom_JIistorical Society,

^ pn <=T7 ^ C7 «=» e=9^ ty* ' cn t:n i:n fc.^



--- - -^-irship : 55^ Private individual
' Private organization

John -Lucakow

Public

Original owner possibly Amos Bigelow

SSS 15 North Main B-hreet

oric Name Bigelow House

Original residence

Present residence

Area Form no.

85 .

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.

Date July. 1981

DESCRIPTION:

c. I84n-lfisn

Source Margaret Dowse Bnntin'c; rey^earch

Style Greek Revival

Architect
Aluminum

Exterior wall fabric ( clapboard )

Outbuildings original barn

Major alterations (with dates) pr^ion-iai

Revival porches; added in p?^r^y ?nth nf^ntnry

Moved Date

Approx, acreage 1»23

Setting situated close to the road near the

railroad tracks and across from the town's

most architecturally distinguished structure

the Clark House (Italian villa style)

.

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features andevaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

This is a solid example of Greek Revival domestic architecture c. 1840—1850 In
terms of massing and surface treatment it is reminiscent of several Dowse 's Corner
dwellings^ (e. g. 102 North Main Street). Essentially L-shaped in plan, its main block
and south wing appear to have been built at the same time. Its edges are defined
by wide Doric corner boards and its gables are fully enframed. Its windows are fully
enframed and are surmounted by classicized caps. Colonial Revival porches with
Tuscan columns and turned balusters appear to date to c. 1890-1920. Of particular
interest is its original barn, which is of a flush boarding construction similar to
that of the Clark House's barn across the street. The barn’s attic exhibits round
arch windows. It was probably built with a cupola.

historical significance (explain the role owners played in local or stat. b. -
and how the buildin, relates to the developmLt'of tL «t>T ^ '

An Amos Bigelow is listed as this property's owner on the 1875 map. An Amos Bigelow
. 1798 had six children by Lucy Stow, the second of whom was also Amos. It is

chronologically possible that this was the Amos Bigelow who lived here in 1875.

This was the home of local historian Francis Bardwell at the
the time of his death in 1950.Bom in 1867, he was the author
of the Tercentenary publication ’Sherbom Historical Sketches',
Henry M. Charming noted at the time of 'Sketches' publication

. ^
in 1952 that "Regrettably , however, his increasingly absorbing
career, of national repute ,in charitable and social work, .

deterred him from the preperation of any formal history." ^

BIBLI0GR./^Pm' and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research
1875 map
1889 ^ap

.

1857 map also Foreword to Sherbom Historical Sketches

20M-2/80



FORM B - BUILDING

hip : El Private individual
Private organization Dr. David
and Carole Hand

Public

Original ovmer George H. Clark

Draw map s

location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

Sherbom

16 North Main Street

ric Name George H. Clark House

Original residence
,

Present .--vacant

Source Middlesex County Registry of Deed?

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL COMMISSION
Street, Boston, MA 02108

Area Form no.

8^

Recorded by Edward W. Gordon

Organization Sherbom Historical Comm.

Style Italian villa

Architect probably Alexander R. Esty

Exterior wall fabric clapboard

Outbuildings barn and stables

Major alterations (with dates) sidin
g

applied to shed walls c. 1970*

s

Moved Date

Approx, acreage 6.0 (originally 12 acres)

Setting adjacent to railroad tracks and

commercial district (north), residential

Date October 1981 (early-late 19th c.) west and south; situate
- ,

on tree shaded lot with original semi-circul

driveway and cupola topped bam

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

n

Built c. 1853, the George H. Clark House is as fine an example of a frame Italian

villa as can be found anywhere in New England. It is the only residence of its type in

Sherborn. Undoubtedly architect designed, its irregular plan, arcaded loggias, balconies
^

and flat bracketed roof were apparently derived from A. J. Davis' mid 19th c. pattern WooKS.
(e.g. The Architecture of Country Houses ,

published in 1850) Its plan and certain exterior
elements closely resemble those of several Italianate Framingham houses designed by Alexander

Rice Esty. (see Historical Significance)

The George H, Clark House is situated on a triangular lot of land bounded by railroad

tracks to the notth, a passageway to the southeast and North Main Street to the west. A
commercial district is located to the north of this property. Pine Hill Cemetery is situated

to the northeast. To the south and west are the 19th and early 20th century private homes
and public buildings of Sherborn Center,

Roughly T-shaped in plan, this house rests on a granite block foundation and rises 2^

stories to a flat roof which projects upon sawcut brackets. Its main facade (west) faces
a semi-circular driveway and is partially hidden from North Main Street by tall trees. The
principal feature of its main. facade is a narrow projecting 2^ story segment (one bay wide)

and an arcaded loggia. The projecting segment, something of a modified Italianate "tower",
displays long narrow windows which open to balconies - the second floor balcony is supp^^ ed

scrolled brackets. Both balconies possess elegant turned balusters.

An arcaded loggia is nestled into the intersection of the projecting "tower" and the ^

main block. Its classicized columns support eliptical arches. Access to the eliptical
arched front door is gained via the loggias' tripartite arches. The front door is flanked
by multi-pane sidelights.

A one story enclosed porch projects from the main block's south wall. It was probably
originally open. Its columns and e.rches resemble those of the arcaded loggia,

-

(V

A "string course" of horizontal boards separate the first and second floors. Among
the most striking surface treatments are the square headed 6/6 windows' massive segmental
headed surrounds. A pulvinated freize appears beneath the eaves' brackets. Beneath the

rear wall's eaves are three eyebrow windows which appear at intervals between the brackets.

A two story kitchen ell projects from the center of the rear wall. A three bay arcaded
loggia projects from the ell's south wall. Abutting its east wall is a shed/garage which
is swathed in vinyl siding.

On the southeast portion of the property is a picturesque cupola topped barn. Its wabls
are composed of flush boards. Its entrance and windows culminate in round arches. Its attic
windows are also round headed and are fully enframed. Its wide bracketed gable roof displays

return eaves. It is sitnil'ar in construction and surface treatments to the Amos Bigelow
House's bam across the road at 15 North Main Street.

The George H. 'Clark House is currently vacant and in an advanced state of decay, ^uly
in need of paint and repair, its arcaded loggia's floor boards are broken or missing. Several

of its south porch's windows are broken leaving the house open to the elements. The contir. <

existence of the George H. Clark House, Sherborn' s most important architectural asset, is

currently threatened by lack of use and maintenance.
20M-2/80
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HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE 16 North Main Street

For many years this picturesque residence was the home of George H, Clark (1814-1913).
He was the manager and later owner of the old Joseph Sanger Store in Sherbom Center. Its
design was apparently derived from illustrations and descriptions of "Italian villas" in

A, J, Downing's pattern books, (published during the 1840' s and 1850' s). Its architect was
undoubtedly Alexander Rice Esty (1826-1881) of Framingham, He is best known for his Gothic
Boston- area churches (built during the 1850' s - 70' s).

George H. Clark was born November 3, 1814. He was the oldest son of Alpheus and Nancy
Lei and Clark, He was the great, great grandson of Arthur Clark who came to Sherborn from
Concord in 1715-18, Arthur married Hannah Morse and "settled on her patrimonial estate on
the east side of Farm Lake," By 1782 George' s grandfather. Deacon William Clark (1753-1846)
had settled on Edward' s Plain,

The Clark homestead was located to the south of #84 North Main Street. William was a

Revolutionary War soldier, selectman and son-in-law of Hon, Daniel Whitney, a prominent late
18th century Sherbom magistrate and politician (see form on 41 North Main Street). About
1800 William started a store and tavern on his North Main Street property, Clarks operated
this store for 100 years - it passed from George's father, Alpheus, to his younger brother,
Charles Augustus (bom 1829), It is Charles, rather than George, who is mentioned in state
and local histories. In addition to eventually owning two stores, Charles greatly augmented
his family's land holdings.

George H. Clark became the manager of the old Joseph Sanger store about 185J) - at that
time Jeremiah Hawes bought it from Joseph's son Elbridge Sanger. This 2 story hip roof frame
structure had been built c. 1805 on the site of the present Dowse Memorial Building'

s

south lawn. Its most distinctive feature was its 7 arched front porch. Located in the
heart of Sherbom Center and containing a Post Office as well as a store, it was an important
local gathering place, Clark sold produce, hay and grain as well as dry goods - gloves,
hosiery, boots, shoes, "summer stuffs" and "ready made clothing". The store was purchased
by George' s brother, Charles, in 1888 and George continued to seirve as the store' s manager.

He inherited or bought it at some point in the early 1890' s. He is listed as the store's
owner on 1896 assessors records,

George H. Clark married Sylvia A. Howard at an undetermined date. Their place of marria
and his wife' s family background have yet to be determined. Charles T. Clark, the first of
their five children was born in 1856. About 1853 he built a stylish residence at 16 North
Main Street, just to the north of his store. A Middlesex County deed dated August 14, 1852,
states that Elbridge Sanger granted Clark twelve and two quarters acres of land which "had
formerly been a part of the Homestead Estate of Joseph Sanger". He paid Sanger $1,425. The
Sanger estate included land on either side of North Main Street from the present railroad
tracks to the Central Burying Ground. Sanger' s domain encompassed a stately Federal house,

store, 18th century tavern and bams.

The northwesterly portion of Clark's property abutted land owned by William H. Mellon.
A William H.^ Mellon appears in Framingham records as "the executor of various estates".
In 1865, Mellen hired Framingham architect Alexander Rice Esty to design a house at 848
Central Street, Framingham - a residence which exhibits a strong resemblance to Sherbom'

s

Clark House, Its irregular plan, eliptical arched entrance, pulvinated freize beneath the
eaves and placement of the front porch echo those of the Clark House. In addition, another E
designed Framingham residence, the Moses Ellis House at 291 Pleasant St. (1866) displays
surface treatments similar to those of Clark' s domicile. Clark' s architect apparently derive
this houses plan and details from the pattern boolfe of the landscape architect A. J. Downing

(including Cottage Residences and The Architecture of Country Houses
,
published in 1842 and

1850, respectively.) In the latter. Downing notes that an Italian' Villa, erected in "the

D n
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cheap lumber districts, may be substantially built of wood for about $3,800."

Alexander Rice Esty (1826-1881), a native and life long resident of Framingham, Ma.,

was apparently hired by George H. Clark to provide a design of an Italian villa similar to

those illustrated in Downing's works. He received his training from the Boston architects
Richard Bond and Gridley J. F. Bryant during the 1840' s. It was in Framingham, however,
that Esty produced his earliest important structures. In 1848 he remodelled the Hollis
Evangelical Church in the Gothic style and designed South Framingham' s Baptist Church (185
His earliest known residence is the Greek Revival/I tal ianate transitional David Fi ske Hous
(1848-49) at 21 Salem End Lane.

Best known as a Boston area church architect, his more important commissions included
Emmanuel Church on Newbury Street, Boston (1861) ,

Church of Our Savior in Brookline (1866)
and Harvard Church, Cambridge (1877). It appears that Mr. Esty' s original plan for the .

interiors of the Congressional Library in Washington, D.C. (1880), was used by the archite
al firm of Smithmeyer and Pelz. Alexander Rice Esty died of stomach cancer in 1881.

George H. Clark lived at 16 North Main Street until hes death in 1913 at the age of 9'

His estate, in 1913, was in excess of $25,000. and included a "Dwelling House" valued at

$3,000., "house lot" at $550., "bams and other buildings" at $900., "mowing and tillage"
at $450., a "Chapel lot" at $50. and a "Chapel dwelling" at $650. The Chapel building was
a small structure situated on the south side of Zion's Lane (no longer extant). Labelled
"George Clark's Shop" on an 1875 map, it apparently housed a Zionist Congregation during
the early 1900' s.

George Clark's daughter, Abbie Clark, resided here until her deatl) in 1962 at a^^i04
In recent years the Pearman and Hand families have owned this property.

Together with its landscaping and picturesque cupol a- topped bam, the George H. Clark
house provides a glimpse of life on an estate of a well-to-do late 19th c. country "merch
(Clark is referred to as a merchant in this property's 1852 deed.) Architecturally, this

Italian villa represents an unusual departure from the frame Greek Revival temple form dwe^

which enjoyed widespread popularity in Sherbom and New England during the 1840' s and 1850

It is also significant as a house of a Sherbom family which had played a significant rol<

in the commercial and political life of the town since the early 18th century. Finally, tl

house is almost certainly the work of Alexander Rice Esty of Framingham. As such it provic

significant insights into the earliest and least known phase of his distinguished architec

career.

BIBLIOGRAPHY and/or REFERENCES
Telephone interview with Ms. J. S. Esty

Henry F, and Elsie Rathbone Whithey's , Biographical Dictionary of American Architects,
Deceased 1970

Framingham HisuorLcal Society file on Alexander R. Estey

History of Middlesex County by Daniel Hurd, 1890 Vol. 1 (Biographical Sketch of Charles A.

Clark)

A.J. Downing’s THE ARCHITECTURE OF COUNTRY HOMES (1850) and COTTAGE RESIDENCES (1852)

Massachusetts Historical Commission Framingham Survey Forms (Buildings) #'s 58 and 551

Anne C. Shaughnessy ’ s THE HISTORY OF SHERBORN and A GUIDE TO SHERBORN

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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CONTINUED FROM PRECEEDING PAGE

Middlesex County Registry of Deeds, Book 635, Page 165
Middlesex County Probate Records, George H. Clark - Will // 95012
"Valuation of Property and Ass'essmentcof 'Taxs of the Tqwn of Sberborn for the year 1913"
SHERBORN VITAL RECORDS TO 1850 Compiled by Thomas W. Baldwin, Boston, Massachusetts, 1911
Maps of 1857, 1875, 1889
Susan Ware's Geneological Work, interview with Margaret Dowse Buntin,1981



N#te the simllairities »f plan and surface treatments
between The Gearge H.Clark H#use,Sherb#rn(l853)»nd
The William H.Mellen Reuse,Framingham(l865)* The
Mellen Reuse was designed by the neted architect
Alexander Rice Esty. (I826 -I88I)
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Hawes Bros. Store k Post Office, December 4, 1886.
'Hie building stood on present lawn of Tlie Dowse

Memorial Building.

Photograph from Anne C Shaugnessys
History of Sherborn
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George' Clarks general store^ built cl800.

Destroyed by fire iir 1920^ it. occupied the
_

soutbem portion of the present Dowse Memorial
Building^ site. ^ o •

Photographs courtesy ofl The Sherbom Historical Society.

ABOVE* Riotograph from 1900 Christmas card .

BELOW: Late 19thc stereopticon. view.



FORM B - BUILDING

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL COMMISSION

Area Form' no

.

8/
t A n 1 r>

Sherborn

rsss North Main Street" hat tactciy

t o r i c N' oJH e Unity Hall

straw hat factory

residence

*ership
: E Private individual
Private organization

0 r VJ. 1 1 e and Penny Brnu/n

Public

s'RciLrl mr-
Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

Original owner Paleman Bickford

t
Source

S t y

1

e Greek Revival

Architect Capt. Bowen Adams

Exterior wall fabric clapboard'

Outbuildings shed and stable

topMajor alterations (with dates
floor removed, fenestration rewoited,|

bay •window added in 1959

Moved^^of" ^ So. Main ST.Date 1959

Arorox. acreage 3/.

"Edward W.—Gordon Se..^*ng Set badk aprx. 10DD f t f-rpm.
North Main Street, driveway dja-

t a — 1 - - -O

u

SLiGirboirn Historical Cornin . cent to R.R. tracks, grounds

June - July 1981
are exceptionally well maint e d

and beautifully landscaped.
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ARCHI7ECTUR.A1 SIG.KIFIC.RNCE (describe inporiar.t architectural features and
e\’aluate in terns cf other buildings within comriunity)

A late 19th c. stereopticon view shows this structure's original form. It had
a steeply pitched gambrel foof amd its main entrance was located on an end wall
gable. • Its side walls, originally displayed 6 windows and a side door on the
first floor and 7 windows on the second floor. .This house presently retains
its boxy rectangular form and Greek Revival Corner and fascia boards. Its
fenestration, however, has been drastically altered by the addition of a

Federal Rev val;entrance to its present north w a and a modern multipane
bay window to its east wall.

HISTORICAL SIGKIFICAN'CE (explain the role owners plaved in local or state historv
and how the building relates to the developitent of the coratiunity)

This structure was originally located at 10 South Main St., behind the First
Parish Church. It is one of the few Sherborn buildings that come to mind
when discussing "adaptive reuse.* Over time it has been used as a factory,
private school, parsonage, Sunday School and presently as a private res^idence.
It was built in 1833 to house Paleman Bickford's straw hat factory. Its
builder was Capt.Bow'en Adams, one of Sherborn's early 19th c. master builders.
Perhaps his most notalbe buildin qj± s the Dr. Olioer Everett House at 1 Mo. Main
street which exhibits Sherborn's finest Greek Revival entrance. It is
curious that Bickford did not build the straw hat factory himself as he was
an accomplished house wright- or at least by the late 1840;s and 50's when
he built it21 Washington Street ( 1 849 , Dr. Blanchard's house) and Elbridge
Bickford's house at 8 Farm Road (1859). At any rate Bickford’s strawhat factory
operated for only a few years. By 1855 it was a private schocT known as
Bickford Hall and had an enrollment of 53 pupils. It cost 44.00 per term
to attend the school. The need for Bickford Hall was soon eliminated with the

{construction of the Town Hall in 1856, which contained a school, and library,

I
In 1873 the Unitarian Church (First Parish) bought this building for the
Rev. and Mrs. Eugend Normandie. It subsequently housed a Suniday School and was
known as Unity Hall.

This h ouse was sold by the Unitarians in 1959. It was moved to its present
location to the southwest of 15 Morth Main Steel and remodelled as private
residence by John Bryer.

\
BIBLI0GR.APH1’ and/or REFERENCES

( Maps of 1 875 ,
1 889,1657

Anne C.Sbaughnessy's Sw ide to Sherborn and The Historv of Sherborn

M.D. Euntin's File
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Sherborn Center clSyo^Stereopticon view courtesy of Mark p

Note Unity Hall j center . Built in I833jit has .served as ^

a straw factory^ private school^and The First Parish Churchs
parsonage ^It was moved to 1? North Main Street in 1959,

—
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Area Form 1)0 .

Sherborn

ess 24 North Main-Street

oric Name Andrew Bullard House

Original residence

Present since 1947 rectory of St,

Theresa ' s church

rship;^ Private individual
Private organization

—

A

rchdi ocQ ce of Booton

Public

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.

Original owner nnii.r-H

DESCRIPTION:

Date c. 1840

Source Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research

Style Greek Revival

Architect

Exterior wall fabric synthetic (aluminum)

Outbuildings

Major alterations (with dates) front

porch added, probably late 19th century

Moved Date

Date July, 1981

Approx, acreage less than one acre

Setting situated in the heart of Sherborn 's

commercial district across from an ice crean

stand and shopping complex. Next door to

the south is the Sherborn Fire Department.

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE Cdescribe important architectural features and
evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

The Greek Revival temple form side hall plan house enjoyed great popularity in

Sherborn during the mid 19th century. A solid example of this style ‘is the Andrew

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

Built in c. 1840, this house's lot was once the site of a malt house. This
dwelling's first owner, Andrew Bullard, owned a cabinet shop which was on the

site of the present Sherborn Fire Department building. The cabinet shop was
moved to 15 South Main Street and later demolished to accomodate Sherborn Motors. On

the 1875 and 1889 maps this house is labeled James Bullard. It was purchased in 1946 by
the Archdiocese of Boston to serve as a rectory for St. Theresa's Church (35 South
Main Street) . Rev. Edward J. Riley was the first resident priest to live in this

house

.

Bullard House, now St. Theresa's Rectory. Its basic 3 bay, rectangular plan, fully
pedimented attic formula has been modified by the addition of a front porch and a

polygonal bay. Its front door was probably once flanked by side lights.
(

(

BIBLIOGR-APHi' and/or REFERENCES

Anne C. Shaugnessy-A Guide to Sherborn
-History of Sherborn

Margaret Dowse Buntin' s Research

Maps of 1857,1875,1889.
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FORM B - BUILDING Area Form no.

89 •

/

Sherborn

ess 27 North Main Street

pric Name Justin Bullard House

I

Original residence

Present bank and apartments

rship:E Private individual
Private organization

Joan T. Pease

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL COMMISSION
704 Wa 1 n err TPf=>t . Rn«;tnn._MA 02108

Public

Original owner Justin Bullard

Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical featiires.

Recorded by Edward W. Gordon

Organization Sherborn Historical Comm .

Date July 1981

DESCRIPTION:

Date c. 1850

Source Margaret Dowse Buntin’ s file

Style mid 19th c frame vernacular

Architect

Exterior wall fabric clapboard

Outbuildings

Major alterations (with dates) "Colonial”

bay windows added in 1970 ' s -- iriteric

and 'entrance altered for 'bank functic

in 1977
^

Moved ‘200 yds, south Date 1860's

Approx, acreage less than one acre

Setting situated in the heart of Sher-

born ' s commercial district, adjacent

ice cream stand and real estate offii
^

surrounded by asphalt paved parking
lot.

(Staple additional sheets here)
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* * * Originally built as 4 residence, this structure has in recent years
housed several commercial enterprises. Few buildings in Sherbom bett^u
exemplify adaptive reuse of an old structure,

^

ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and
^

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

Although possessing integrity of form, this c, 1850 structure's North
Main Street facade has been altered by the installation of "Colonial" multi-
pane bays. Its boxy rectangular form is defined by narrow corner and fascia
boards. It is the only 19th century building within the commercial district
between Powder House Lane and the railroad tracks.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history «

and how the building relates to the development of the community) ^

s

The Justin Bullard House was built c, 1850 and moved here after the
Civil War from the site of the present Post Office, to the north, Justin
Bullard was a shoe dealer who peddled his wares throughout New England and the
south. He also built a

next door to the north.
c, 1870' s house on the site of the fast-food outlet

O
In 1966 Jo Bryer and Grace Hardigan moved their real estate business

from a small building on the southern corner of Powderhouse Lane and No,
Main St, to this house. The necessary renovations were done by the Bryers
who had moved Unity Hall in 1959 from behind the First Parish Church to its
present location at 17 No, Main St, and made it into their home. The small
building which had housed Bryer and Hardigan Associates, Inc, was moved to
its present location just south of this structure (25 No, Main St,) and was
leased to a barber.

In 1971, Joan T, Pease bought this property to house her real estate
business which had been incorporated in 1960 and operated out of her home
at 93 North Main St, She shared office space with Paul Insurance Agency,
Inc., a family owned business since 1828, .. originally conducted out of
the Paul's home at 41 No. Main St. and located here since 1968. The two
apartments , put in by _the Bryers ,. remained as did the barber shop next door.

In December of 1976, Mrs. Pease leased this building to the West Newton
Savings Bank which, after extensive renovations, finally opened its doors
for business in the spring of 1978. Meanwhile, Peases Inc. had moved into
the old barber shop, 25 No, Main St. , which is being enlarged in 1981. ***

BIBLIOGR-^Pm' and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research
Telephone interview with Mrs, Joan T. Pease
Maps of 1857, 1875 and 1889
Anne C. Shaughnessy - A Guide to Sherborn

20M-2/80



Area Form no.

Sherborn

ess 30 North Main Street

oric Name Dowse-Mann House

Original residence

Present ^^esidence

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property’s
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

Recorded by Edward W. Gordon

Organization Sherborn Historical Commission

Date 1981

rship ; E3 Private individual
Private organization_

Mrs. Charles W. Taylor

Public

Original owner Eleazer Dowse. Jr,

DESCRIPTION:

Date portion said to date to 17R?

Source Powse Family Papers

Style Greek Revival

'Architect

Exterior wall fabric clapboard

Outbui 1 dings barn

Major alterations (with dates) if 1782 date

is correct, then house was remodeled, rather

than built, in the Greek IRevival Style
. U." IS^Tj-TSSU. I

Moved Date

Approx, acreage less than once acre

Setting situated opposite the Powder House

Lane, North Main Street intersection. It i s

on the edge of a commercial district.

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and
evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

Greek Revival modifications belie this house's c. 1782 date of construction. Its
edges are defined by wide corner and fascia boards. Rigidly rectangular in plan, it

is surmounted by a gable roof with return eaves. Its main entrance is located on the
3 bay south facade rather than on the gable end which faces North Main Street. Its
front door is flanked by narrow multi-pane side lights and is crowned by a triangular (
pediment

.

G

(

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role oraers played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

This house has significant historical associations with Sherborn's Dowse family. It

was built for Eleazer Dowse, Jr. ‘^'He was born in Charlestown, Massachusetts, 1 September,
1750, and came to Sherborn with his parents on the eve of the Battle of Bunker Hill.
The Dowse ' s Charlestown home was burned by the British the day after they fled. Eleazer
Dowse, Jr., was one of 13 children. He married Mary Bullard on 16 May, 1792. She had
lived across the street at 33 North Main Street. Their daughter, Polly, was born here
in 1787 and married Capt . Ebenezar Mann* who was Sherborn's most prominent builder

-

Polly spent her 95 years in this house. By 1889, an M. B. Douglas lived in this ^
dwelling

.

Ebenezar Mann was responsible for "the Col* Calvuiy Sanger
House(8 Washington St . ,builtl8l^ ^.He also built th^leazar
Goulding House-^ell crafted, late Federal farm house af 137
Western Ave, (built 1825). Morse* notes in the Adenda of his
TTifltn-rv of Shcrbor^ and Holliston that Ebenezar was the son
of Moses Mann and the grandson of' Capt. James Mann of Natick
and Newton, respectively .He was only the 3rd generation to Use
the name Mann. His grandfather escaped from a British mpi-of-'

war at Boston and'‘who in declaration of his resolve tope a

man and not a slave, took the name of Mann’, and completed his
minority with his protector at Newton.^

'*’Eleazar Dowse Jr., like his father and brothers, was a' leather
Dresser and^ woo^uller.His first Sherborn home was that of his
-parents on Everett St . (No. longer extant. )The Dowses used the

boggy low land to the east of Everett St. for the digging of

pitts in which to soak hides.

BIBLIOGR-^PHy” and/or REFERENCES

Dowse Family Papers
map of 1788

map of 1875

map of 1889 ^

SI^.°ibni^'^®orses-aiataOL-ft£-SliaUiQE£_aad_Hallistaa-Xa56
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Area Form- no

.

fL.

Sherborn

sss 52 - No. Main Street

oric Name Ben Bullard House

Original residence

Present residence

ership ; SO Private individual
Private organi zation_
Roger Osterling

Public

SKETCH .W
Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings

Original owner Ben Bullard

DESCRIPTION:

Date c* 1795» enlarged c. 18^0 - 40

Source Margaret D. Buntin

Stvle elements of Federal and Greek Revival

Architect

Exterior wall fabric clapboards

Outbuildings barn

Major alterations (with datesj aiain block

c« 179^^ rear ell c. 18^0 - I 8A0

Built as two family.

Moved Date

Aourox. acreage leas than one acre

f
Organization Sherborn Historical Comm ,

:ste June ^ July 1981

Setting situated in one of Sherborn 's more

densely settled areas — surrounded by mid

18th to mid 19th c. residences, commercial

district diagonally to South.

•"Staoie additional sheets here':

'S ^ to >0



CHITECTUR-^L SIGKIFlC.'kNCE (describe inporrart a:

e^'aluate in lenr.s cf oiher buildings within

chitectural

community)

features and

This homestead's c. I 85O - iSAO's main block is one of very few structures in Sherborn
which feature symmetrical recessed entrance porches at the corner of a gable end wall.
This house's gable is extremely wide, having four bays on its first and second levels.
28 Everett St. and l47 Western Ave.^houses which repeat this unusual form have much
narrower and more steeply pitched gables. § fc North Main Street's porches
possess Tuscan columns which support a wide entablature beneath the roof's eaves. Its
entrances display narrow multi pane sidelights and molded surroiinds which are Greek
Revival in character. The main block's windows are simply enframed. The rear ell
probably dates to c. 1798 “ 1800. A tall brick chimney projects from its gable roof.

This is one of Sherborn' s most attractive pre Civil War cottages and a welcome
variation on the usual Greek Revival Temple Form 5 bay formula.

HISTORICAL SIG.N'IFIC.ANCE (explain the role o\^-ners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

Local historians Anne C. Shaughnessy and Margaret Dowse Buntin maintain this two
family residence was built c. 1798 by " old Ben Bullard". It would seem more likely
that the rear ell and perhaps another house on the site of the present main block
were built around 1800. The current main block's massing is more of a "spin-off"
of the Greek Revival vernacular and probably dates to the ^rd or 4th decades of the

19th c. This house does not appear on the 1788 map but a structure on this site is

mentioned on a 1798 list of Sherborn homeowners.
During the 1870' s and 1880' s a Mrs. S. L. Gilmore lived here.

)

J

BIBLIOGWPm-' and/or REFERENCES

u Margaret Dowse Buntin 's research
Anne C. Shaughnessy ' s A Guide to Sherborn
"Rowena Butler's Reminicences"

Maps of 1788, 1875, 1889



Area Form no.

Sherborn

^ ioxic. Name Bullard House

Originalm
Present

residence

residence

:^rship: S3 Private individual
Private organization David C.

Sorter

Public

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property ' s ,

location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.

Original owner col. Samuel Bullard

DESCRIPTION:

Date c, 1760

Source Morse HI

Style Georgian

Architect

Exterior wall fabric clapboard

Outbui 1 dings garage

Date June - July 1981

Major alterations (with dates)

Moved Date \

Approx.

}

acreage Z.OO ^

Setting

1

Sherborn commercial district

is located immediately to the south

to the north is the old Paul Homest<

(Staple additional sheets here)

I
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*on a qranite foundation, A 19th c. photograph shoy/s a wooden fence and
a rubble stone wall which r^n parallel tg Nprth Wain St.

ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and
evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

This charming survivor from the 18th c, is situated next to the paved
parking lots and modern stores of Sherborn ' s commercial district. It is,
however, surrounded by 18th and 19th c. houses, to the east and north. It
is composed of a rectangular main block of 2^ stories and a 2 story side (
wing. Its highly symmetrical main facade features a front door which is *

flanked by narrow pilasters and crowned by a semi circular fanlight and ^

consoles which support a dentillated cornice - it is one of the most elegant,
if not the most elegant pre 1800 entrance in Sherborn. Beneath the gable
roof's cornice is a skillfully carved rope molding. The main block rests*

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role oraers played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

According to Morse "In 1763 Col. Samuel Bullard bought from John Morse
30 acres of land originally of Daniel Gookin." Morse adds that "if any
slander-monger wants, he can read the records." In 1782 Col. Bullard's
daughter Mary married- Eleazer Dowse who lived across the street and origin-
ally hailed from Charlestown, Ma, The Colonel’s son James (born 1762) in-
herited this house and lived here until his death in 1828. It then passed/'
to James' son Harry and Harry's sons George and Nason, In 1875 this house ^

and in 1889 to a W. Bullard.

Morse - History- of - Sherporn

Notet Col. Sam Bullard
was made a Captain of ,

the Ancient Art13 lery
Co. iiL 1755* He’ 'vas'

chosen Selectman in. 1760
and served in that capa-
city for 9 years. He was

active and efficient
Whig at the time of the
^Revolution and served
one campaign at Bennin^t)^
His 1st wife was Martha
Perry of Medfield.(^marrie^^

DEC.12,1751v) Mary COOLIBCrE:

WARE Was his 2nd wife.
He erected a Malt house
on land he bought from
Moses Perry in 1769*
Morse notes that the-

ol.^kept a house of en-
tertainment .^Ileaning
this houbw7yA1ikny rate

his son James carried on
Margaret Dowse Buntin ' s ..research , .

*

Anne C. Shaughnessy - A ^ Guide' to- Sherborn ^ 1 +
Historical Sketches, "Sherborn Tercentenary 1652 - 1952" business.
Maps of 1788, 1875 and 1889 The Col. died March 5

1807.

r

C-
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Sherborn

ss 36 North Main Street

ric Name Charles Rockwood House

Present residence

rship
:O Private individual
Private organization Ronald

Buitta

Public

Original owner Charles Rockwood

Original residence

Area Form no.

?2

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north, ’’i

DESCRIPTION:

Date c. 1840

Source Rowena Butler’s Reminice' lfcs

S ty 1 e elements of Greek Revival and

, . Italianate
Architect „

i

Exterior wall fabric shingle

Outbuildings barn in all likelihood

built at same time as main house

Major alterations (with dates) remode led

into apartments in 1970

Moved Date ^
Approx, acreage less than one acre

Setting situated in one of Sherborn 's

Organization Sherborn Historical Comm .

Date June ^ July 1981

most densely settled areas, diagf^^
ally across from old Paul Tavern. A

parking lot for this house's apart-

ments is next to north w^ll,
(Staple additional sheets here)
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*low rubble stone retaining wall and granite driveway posts - these appear ^

in a late 19th c. photograph of the house.

^
Despite alterations this house's scale, form and certain elements

compliment those of its more architecturally intact neighbors, f
ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

This house retains its original boxy Greek Revive! form if not its
original fabric. Its clapboerds are presently covered with shingles. It
is composed of a 2^ story main block and two rear additions. The eastern

]

most addition was added in 1970 when this house was remodeled into apart-
^

ments. At that time its North Main facade's fenestration was altered - a ^

door replaced an original first floor window. Still visible are its Doric
corner boards and wide fascia boards. The double round arched attic windows
are an Italianate touch. The barn on the eastern portion of the property
appears to be original to the house. Landscape features of note include a*

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

Rowena Butler states that this was a Rockwood House in the early 1840' s.
Charles Rockwood, son of Elisha and Hanna Leland Rockwood was its first
owner. William Henry Holbrook of cider mill fame, lived here in the 1880 's
and 1890' s. He apparently did not own this dwelling as a Joseph W. Bullard
owned it in 1875 ^d it is labeled J. Dowse on the 1889 map. Harvey Auringer

^ jught it about 19l2 ^ Anderson was living there and
/ had a store In the front

room in 1911 Or 1912*

BIBLIOGR.APHY and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research

"Rowena Butler's Reminicences" Joseph Blanchard's remlnlcences*

Anne C. Shaughnessy A^ Guide' to Sherborn

1857
Maps of 1875 and 1889 20M-2/80
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Charles Rockwood House

36 North Main St.

Built C1840-1850
late 19thc photograph courtesy of

the Sherborn Historical Society.

I

a



FORM B - BUILDING

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL COMMISSION
294 Washington Street, Boston, MA 02108

Sherborn

ess 41 North Main Street

'oric Name The Paul Tavern or The

Whitney-Paul House
Original residence

Present apartments

rship: Private individual
Private organization Doris
Nilson (Sirod Corp.

)

Public

Original owner Jonathan Whitney

resent structure, enlarged c. 1760
RIPTION: and in' 1820’ s and 1830'

s

1 oc'atTbfT'irr'r’eTatiofT tb^heares t
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

1

Date 1680 dwelling may be encased in*

Source Morses History of Sherborn

Style elements of Georgian, Federal

and Colonial Revival
Architect

Exterior wall fabric clapboards

Outbuildings barn, carriage house

Major alterations (with dates) south ell

added in 1824, west wing added in 183<

Moved Date

Approx, acreage S- O S

Organization Sherborn Historical Comm
,

Date June - July 1981

Setting „„ Edward’s Plain, In

one of more densely settled areas of

town, opposite key intersection of

North Main St. and Eliot St.

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

r

i

The Whitney-Paul House, near the town center, is one of at least three
Sherborn structures which have served as Taverns, (the other two are Tucker's >

Tavern, 20 Prospect St, in N. Sherborn and the ‘Ware Tavern, 113 So. Main St.

in S. Sherborn). While all three have been altered and modified, the Whitney-
Paul. House, with its ells and porches is readily recognizable as a former
lodging house for paying guests''.

Its 2h story main block may contain a dwelling which Jonathan Whitney
built here about 1678." It was probably enlarged in 1761 when the Hon. Daniel
Whitney married Miri^ Leland. The main block culminates in a gable roof

and retains its massive brick central chimney. The south wing was added in
1824. It rises 2 stories to a hip roof. Late 19th c. photographs show an
open porch with- a shed roof and simple columns projecting from the street
facades of the south ell and main block. This continuous* porch was removed
c. 1900 and was replaced by handsome colonial revival entrance porches. The
main block's porch is crowned by a balustrade while the south ell's porch
features a pedimented roof. Both porches exhibit Tuscan columns. The sou-'-j^^

ell rests on a high brick basement. In 1830 Capt. Paul added a west ell ^
which was the old central school, formerly located on the site of 15 North

^

Main St, - -

During the early 20th c. (upon the death of Edwin R. Paul) its interior
was extensively renovated - four apartments were created, roofs were raised
and fireplaces were opened.

Architecturally, the Whitney-Paul House or the Old Paul Tavern is integral
to the late 18th and 19th c. character of the area between Powder House
Lane and Dowse 's Comer. It is a landmark opposite the key North Main St.
and Eliot St. intersection.

BIBLIOGR-^Pm" and/or REFERENCES -

Anne C, Shaughnessy - A Guide to Sherborn and The History of Sherborn
Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research
Morse's History of Sherborn (1856)
"Sherborn Past and Present 1674-1924" by the Sherborn Historical Society
"Historical Sketches, Sherborn Tercentenary 1652-1952" - Francis Bardwell
Maps of 1788. 1874 and 1889

20M-2/80



41 North Main Street

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE

The historical significance of the Whitney-Paul House is three-fold.
First and foremost, it was the home of the Hon. Daniel Whitney, member 6f^

the provincial Congress of 1775 and later of the Convention to form the
state constitution. Secondly, it was the home of Capt. Daniel Paul, Newbury-
port Captain, agent for the Middlesex Fire Insurance Co. and licensed" Inn-
Holder". Thirdly, as the Paul Tavern or "Shel-don Inn", it was a popular
"stop-over" on the way to Boston, 21 miles to the east. It was the most
centrally located of Sherborn's Taverns and was operated as a lodging house
by the same family for 122 years (1824-1946).

This house's story begins with Jonathan Whitney's arrival in Sherborn
in 1678. He was born in England in 1634 and initially settled in Watertown
in the 1670' s. His Sherborn homelot encompassed 30 acres including the Rocky
Hill north of his house and land lying on both sides of the main road. Jon-
athan VThitney's dwelling (built c. 1678-1680) may be encased in the present
rambling residence. His grandson James inherited the property in 1727.

The main block is said to have acquired its present form in 1761, In
that year the Hon. Daniel Whitney married Miriam Leland. He is remembered
as a "much respected and honored citizen". He was a member of the Provincial
Congress in 1775 and the convention to form the state constitution, and that
which adopted the Federal Constitution. In addition he was a representative
of the General Court for fourteen years and served the town in many offices.

He died in 1810. His children preferred their North Sherborn holdings
and sold the old homestead to Capt. Daniel Paul in 1824,

Capt. Daniel Paul was born in Sanford, Maine in 1787. A captain of
Newburyport vessels for many years, he moved his family to Sherborn in 1824.
His wife was Sarah Smith of Needham. There is a difference of opinion among
local historians as to whether a Tavern existed in this structure at the
time of the Paul purchase. In any case it is certain that Capt. Paul greatly
enlarged the old Whitney place to accomodate a store, tavern and living
quarters for his family. He added the south ell in 1824. It contained
a store on the first floor and a ball room on the second floor. The store's
merchandise included dry goods shoes , hardware as well as groceries. Un-
doubtedly, the shoes were supplied to Paul by the leather dressing Dowse
family of upper North Main St. and Everett St.

The west wing was added in 1830, presumably to accomodate more guests.
It had originally served as the old Central School and was moved from the
site of 15 JJorth Main St. For many years Paul's Tavern was known as the
Sheldon Inn.

Capt. Paul, in addition to running the tavern, became an agent of the
Middlesex Mutual Fire Insurance Co. in 1828, He was also the town tax collec-
tor and keeper of the powder house.

Upon Capt. Paul's death in 1855, his son Edwin Ruthven inherited the
property. Although he closed the store, he found time to conduct la cider
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vinegar business in Nevr York and to maintain six teams of horses, each as- !

signed to a specific employee. He also maintained many of the town's roadsli^ I

During the early 20th century the Paul Place was extensively renovated -
j

partitions and stairways were removed, bathrooms added, roofs raised and I

fireplaces opened. Four comfortable suites of rooms were created for "paying
j

guests". Known as Hunting Lane Farm, it was operated by Paul aunts until
i*

1946.
I

The Paul family continued to ywri'this property as well as the family's
insurance business until the 1970's.

lii
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The Paul Tavern- in 1871

Photograph from Historical Sketches Shsrbom Tercentenary

1652' 1952'' compiled by Prancis Bardwell .

.

f
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CI87OS Stereopticon view of the Paul House-,
coiurtesy of the Sherborn Historical Society



FORM B - BUILDING Area Form T\o.

Sherborn

44 North Main Street

ric Name Jonathan Holbrook House

Original residence

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property ’

s

location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

sJ

Present ‘ residence

Recorded by Edward W. Gordon

Organization Sherborn Historical Coinm.

Date June - July 1981

irship; C3 Private individual
Private organization

J. Paul Skp^letsky

Public

Original owner Jonathan Holbrook

DESCRIPTION:

Date 1 8 B Cl

Source f"'‘^rgaret D. Buntin's research

Style Queen Anne

Architect

Exterior wall fabric
shingle

Outbuildings - - Barn and shed

Major alterations (with dates)

Moved Date

Approx, agreage
less than one acre

Setting located in one of 5herborn*s

most densely settled areas,

adjacent to 18th c. Tapley

Wyeth House.

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTUR.A.L SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and
evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

r

This house is Sher^orn's finest Victorian, or more specifically, Queen
Anne residence. Of irregular plan, it rises 2-^ stories to a gable roof.
Its southwest corner features a four story tower which is crowned by a

mansard roof. Particularly noteworthy are its textured wall surfaces,
which exhibit rows of spaced and cut, scalloped and imbricated and
bevelled shingles. The gable was often the imaginative focus of the
Queen Anne style- 44 N. Main Street's gable displays curved and raised
Jacobean paneling. In termsof form this house is composed of projecting
and recessed segments- projecting from its main facade is a p ch with
turned porch posts and a transom with punched out geometric decoration.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

This house has significant historical associations with Sherborn's
Holbrook family. Holbrooks were among the areas first settlers and over
time served the town in various appointive and elective offices. The
old Holbrook homestead, built in 1694, is still extant at 69 Forest Street
In 1B8G Jonathan Holbrook built a house on North Main Street which "was
a showpiece of Victorian innovation when constructed and included centr,-'''

heating". In addition "the house was piped for gas lights but gas was _^t
put in on Main Street for 50 years!. ..the dining oom radiator had a

square insert with glass doors for warming plates". Janatha nlH o 1 b r o o k

could afford tliese luxuries thanks to his successful business ventures
which included a grist mill on Sewall Brook and the renowned cider mill
which he built in 1853 and expanded in 1856. The Holbrook cider mills
capacity increased from 500 barrels during the seven-week season(0ct 1-

Mid Nov.) to 1200 barrels by 1859. Mr. /Holbrook financed a survey for a

railroad line which would-link his cidermill with the towns of Mansfield
and Framingham. This shorter route realized a savings of $50,000 a

year. Anne C. Shaughnessy notes that "appropriately enough the first
^

freight train coming into town was loaded with apples fo i/h olbrooks Mill.
The railroad enabled the Holbrooks to ship their cider directly to New
York. Th^ir cider producing operation became the largest in the country,
with much of its product being shipped to England. In 1909 Jonathan's
son Eben sold the business to P. McCarthy and Son. For many years John's So

Dana Dowse Holbrook^ 1 ived in the North Main Street house. His widow sold
it in the early 1950's.

(

** Above the porches pediment is a small recessed porch which posseses a

Chinese fretwork balcony. All of its windows are fully enframed and severs
have bracketed hoods. This house contributes
tural charm, of the area.

BIBLIOGR.APHY and/or REFERENCES

great deal to the architec-

Anne C. Shaughnessy A Guide to Sherborn and The History of Sherborn .

Margaret Jowse Buntin's research.
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Tiie Holbrook Cider Mill in South Sherborn as pictured on tire British

llifctrit^utor’** prrc-c li^t.

Photograph from Anne C, Shaughnessys
History of Sherhorn
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FORM B - BUILDING

hip
:O Private individual

Public

Original owner g .r./ -T ,

—

iC-ye th

location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

M-^SSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL COMMISSION
294 Washington Street, Boston, MA 02108

II

Present

Dateest/ 1 7 90- 1 7 98mid section pns^ihl
1680-1720

Sourc e Morse History of Sherborn

ric Name

Original

Dr , Tjagley

Residence

Area Form no.

9 (>

i
Style Federal

Architect

Exterior wall fabric

Outbuildings R^r-n

Major alterations (with dates)

Moved Date

Approx, acreage 1 acre plus

(

Recorded by E.w. r,f,rHxn

OrganizatiorSherborn mitorlr.T r.nmm

Date_ July. 1981

Setting Village--opposite Hunting Lai
and ad j acent to Victorian
Holbrook mansion

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community) This handsome residence's,
was built for a Sherborn physician, Dr. Wyeth. composed of a main block
whose scale, form, hip roof & window treatments are Federalist in character.
The doorway appears to be an early 20th century replacement. A late 19th
century stereopticon view shows a late' Georgian pediment above the front
door. The current entrance has a shallow hood above an entablature. Once
level with the road, the house was raised in the late 19th century but not
moved. The two rooms of the center hall plan main block retain original
paneling and interior shutters. This house is an integral part of the 18th
and 19th century character of its area.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history f

and how the building relates to the development of the community)
This house has locally significant historical associations with Dr. Tapley \

Wyeth, one of the most prominent citizens of Sherborn in the late 18th and
early 19th century. The middle segment of the present house may have been
built c. 1680-1720 by Benoni Learned. Kis son Edward (born 1705) inh^^ited
the property. The present main block was built c. 1790-1798 f-or j-, wyeth.
He graduated from Harvard College in 1786. Francis Bardwell notes that "The
name Tapley brands him of Essex County

, for the family of, Tapley is as t

much of Essex County as are Choate and Peabodys". He married Sally FisW v;^
was related to the Sherborn Hills family. Their first child, Eliza, v;as born
in 1799. Her gravestone was r e- di s cove red in the basement by the present own-'

ers. Drt Wyeth represented Sherborn in the General Court of 1813, and
served the town as selectman for six years. A second daughter, Lucy Coolidge
Wyeth, never married but was a dress maker and lived here until her death
in 1881. Dr. VJyeth died in 1819. During the early 1900' s Dr Paul lived here
along with school teachers who boarded in their home--J.M. Dowse among them.
During the 1940s and 1950s a family named Richardson lived here.

BIBLIOGRAPm' and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin's research.
Morse- History of Sherborn
A Guide to Sherborn by Anne C. Shaughhessy

'•'Historical Sketches, Sherborn Tercentary, 1652-1952 , Francis Bardwell.
(
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Tapley Wyeth House

46 North Main St.
CI 87OS Stereopticon view
courtesy of the Sherborn Historical
Society.



ess^|T»49 North Main Street

oric Name Bigelow Cider Mill

Original cider mill

Present

rshiprQ Private individual
Private organization

#
Sherborn

Area Form no.

97 ,

I nary SV.ria^

' Public
I

-> Original owner James Bigelow

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property’s
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

1

Date July, 1981

DESCRIPTION:

Date before 1875 (c. 1850?)

Source Margaret Dowse Buntin' s resear^'h

r~
Style mid 19th century frame vernacular

Architect

Exterior wall fabric wood shingle

Outbuildings garage

Major alterations (with dates) converted

from cider mill to residence c. 1875—2 stoi

.

bays and wings probably added at that time

Moved from behind.. #-53

.

Approx, acreage 1«00

Dater1R7S

Setting faces curved driveway front lawn

slopes down to rubble stone retaining wall

and street. Situated at corner of Hun^R^ig
j

Lane and North Main Street

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

This structure v/as originally used as a cider mill. It is composed of a 2 1/2
story main block and one story wings (north and south). Polygonal, 2 story bays were
added to its main facade c. 1875. Its wide gables face east and west. Its clapboards
are covered by wood shingles.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

#47-49 North Main Street was originally a cider mill located behing #51. James
Bigelow owned this mill until c. 1875, when he sold it to George Clement. Clement had
a large truck farm in West Sherborn. He moved the building to its present site and
remodeled it into a two family dwelling. George Clement is listed as the property
owner in 1889.

This house has significant historical associations with the light manufacturing

—

actually cottage —industries which were located in shops and houses along North
Main Street during the 19th centxiry. In addition to this cider mill, there was an V

edge tool factory, a blacksmith shop, coffin maker, etc.

Note.Sherbom supported more than 2o cider mills in the

l800's produced enough to be taxed—most success ,ul oi all

was Jonathan Holbrooks cider mills on Forest St. It becar^e

the largest refined cider business in the world. Bigelows

cider mill was a small time neighbor hood operation in com-

parison to Holbrool^s mills.

BIBLIOGIUPm'
^ ^889

.

Anne C . Shaughnessys Histo^_of_Sherborn .and

Kargaret Bowse Buntins File.

I

)
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SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical featirres.

Indicate north.

Recorded by Edward W. r.nrHnn

ss 51 North Main Street

oric Name Captain Henry Partridge House

Original residence

Present residence

rship : S3 Private individual
Private organization_

Alvin r. Tyson

Public

Original owner Captain Henrv Partridg

DESCRIPTION:

Date ell c. 1800, main block c. 1820

Source visual. Buntin' s research and
Ai C. Shaugnessy-Guide 3or|

Style Federal

Architect

Exterior wall fabric wood shinale

Outbuildings barn/ garage

Major alterations (with dates)

Moved Date

2*00Approx, acreage^

Setting situated on edge of gentle rise.

Organization ShGrborn Historical C onun , northern edge of property adjacent to 1796

Date June - July 1981 stone House , front lawn attractively

landscaped with low shrubs

,

Area Form no.

n

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and
evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

r

This house was apparently built in stages—its 2 story rear ell appears to date

to c. 1800, while its 2 1/2 story main block was constructed c. 1820. Originally covered
with clapboard, it is presently swathed in wood shingles. Its highly symmetrical' 5

bay main facade exhibits an elegant Federal style entrance. Crowned by an elongated
eliptical arch , its front door is flanked by narrow multi-paned side lights.

|

Architecturally this house is integral to the late 18th century-mid 19th century
character of Sherborn's old "manufacturing district"—that is, the area along North \

Main Street from Hunting Lane to Dowse ' s Corner.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

This house has significant historical associations with Captain Henry Partridge
He operated an edge tool factory in the Stone House to the north. His pitchforks,
cranberry rakes, adzes, knives, etc. were used throughout New England during the
19th century. Captain Partridge perfected a process to obtain high quality steel.
James Bigelow operated a cider mill in a building behind the house which was later

,

moved to 49 North Main Street.

Descendants of Captain Partridge lived in the house until 1939, when the
property was sold and divided.

BIBLIOGR-APHl' and/or REFERENCES

Farsaret Dowse Buntins <

MaDS of 1788,1857,1875,1889.
^ Anne C.Shaughnessys-A_§uide_to__Sherborn_

20M-2/80



location in relation
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north,

i

A,
02108

Sherborn

Address 53 Nnrt-.h M;^in .q-h-rp^^t-

Historic Name

Use: Original Edge tool manufacturing

Present residence ’

[

Ownership : Private individual
Private organization

Joseph Mozdi pz

Public
!

Original owner Capt. Harvey Partridge

.

DESCRIPTION:

Date 1796

Source Shaugnessy-Guide to Sherborn i

'

'

Style utilitarian stone vernacular

Architect

Exterior wall fabric

Outbuildings shed and green house

Major alterations dates)

rear ell added c. I8l2

Moved Date

Approx, acreage

Recorded by E.V. flfirdftn Setting situated close to the rn^d

Organization Sherborn

Date July, 1981

It ii located in one of the more thickly settled
areas of Sherborn.

southern wall adjacent to slope

of hill.

U J-Unca. J. 311CCLO



53/55- ^/-^ylaly1 1:.

in the vicinity of Dowses Comer,

*iheir lots^this substantial structure was l^uilt as a

miiufaoturing -plant-. Most of this neighborhoods

I

non residential structures have been moved or dismantled.

ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and
evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

This solid 2 1/2 story structure is constructed of locally quarried granite . Its

rear ell, added c. 1812, does not exhibit the high degree of craftsmanship evident in

the c. 1796 main block. Its walls are 12"-15" thick. Fenestration is accented by

long rectangular granite blocks which serve as sills and lintels. Its 3 bay wide east
gable faces North Main Street. Access is gained to the main entrance via steps and

an open porch on its south side.

This 'is one of the 'towns very feWstone structures built before

the 20th c • Two stone water towers are still ext ant . ( lat e
^

19thc.)Whiie many ^l8th &19thc. dwellings had small shops on

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

The Stone House at 55/53 North Main Street housed Captain Harvey Partridge's
edge tool factory. Together with his brother-in-law Malachi Babcock, who had his
blacksmith shop next door (no longer extant) , he perfected a process to obtain a high
quality steel in the 1800's. Captain Partridge's products included pitch forks (the

Partridge Pitchfork is featured in many New England Tool museums), cranberry rakes,
adzes, knives, and broad axes.

5

r

It was converted for use as a private residence in the 1860 's. This structure
is integral to the late 18th-mid 19th century character of the old "manufacturing
district" located between Hunting Lane and nows.e ' s Corner.

By 1875 an E.Leland live
in this house.

This house dates to
the 1st phase of

^

the Edwards Pli.in areas ,

""

development as a manufac
turing district . ( latelSth
century.

)

Anne C. Shaugnessy-History of Sherborn
,

•
{.

-A Guide to Sherborn
"Historical Sketches Sherborn Tercentenary" (1952) by the Sherborn Historical Society.

Maps of 1788,1857,1875,1889. '
- ^
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FORM B - BUILDING

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL COMMISSION
294 Washington Street, Boston, MA 02108

Area Form no.

/GO

Shar-horn

SS 54 North Main Street

ric Name Amasa Green House

Original residence

Present residence

ship ; S3 Private individual
Private organization_

David W- Orel 1 in

Public

Original ov^mer undetermined

location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

RIPTION:

Date c, 1800

1

Source Historical Sketches. Sherbori^^
Tercentenary, 1952

Style Originally Federal, now 1930 '.S colonial

Architect

Exterior wall fabric clapboard &shinsle

Outbuildings barn with apartment

Major alterations (with dates)

exterior remodeled and ’’colonialized" in

1930's

Moved Date

Approx, acreage /. 00

Recorded byEdv/ard W, Gordon

Organization Sherbom Hist. Comin,

Date

Setting Situated acorss the street from the

1796 Stone House—low rubble stone wall

July ,1981 between front lawn and street

It is located in one of the tovm's
more densely settled sections.

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and
^

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community) '

I

Built c. 1800, this house's exterior was extensively remodeled or "colonialized"
in the 1930 's’. It was probably similar in appearance to #51 North Main Street (Captain
Henry Partridge House), having a symmetrical five bdy facade. It presently exhibits
four assymmetrical bays and a Georgian revival entrance. It rises 2 1/2 stories,
culminating in a ridge roof with short eaves. Despite its altered fenestration, this
house retains a recognizable early 19th century form and is integral to the late 18th
century-mid 19th century character of North Main Street between Hunting Lane and
Dowse ' s Corner.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (ejcplain the role owners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

/

£

For many years this was the home of Amasa Green, Town coffin makes and carpenter.
He purchased this house in 1825 and lived here until at least 1875. Green, like Captain
Partridge, at 53-55 North Main Street, had a shop on his property. The north side of
the shop has full height basement door and windows which opened on to his shop. It is

said that he made coffins with six sides, not four. Green was also a furniture maker.

f

20M-2/80



54 North Main Street Amasa Green House
CI87OS Stereopticon views courtesy of

the Sherborn Historical Society.
Note front ' pOrch 'which".! s no longer extant
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rship :^ Private individual
Private organization

Gary P. & Maryann Clancy

Public

ShRrbnrn

oric Name Malachai Babcock Honsp,

Original residence

Present residence

Area Form no'.

lOI

Original owner Malachai Babcock

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

V>
1
H

DESCRIPTION:

Date before 1855, possibly 1852

Source Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research

Style originally a 1 1/2 story cape

Architect

Exterior wall fabric clapboard and .shingle

Outbuildings garage

Major alterations (with dates) The

early 1900 's it was partially destroyed by

fire and rebuilt

Moved Date

Approx, acreage

Setting This structure i c; P^T"t nf a

of late 18th century-to mid 19th century

residences located between Hunting Land

and Dowse ' s Corner

.

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and
evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

This house's clapboard covered first floor is all that remains of a 1 1/2 story
cape built on this site in c. 1850-1855. Its shingle covered second story was added
in the early 1900 's after a fire destroyed the cape's attic.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

This house's first owner was Malachai Babcock. He had a Blacksmith shop across
the street just north of the Stone House. Partially destroyed by fire in 1900, its
roof was razed and the house left open to the weather during litigation. It was
later remodeled by George Erickson, who lived here with his family through the 1930' s.

BIBLIOGR-APHi' and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research

Ann C. Shaugnessy-Guide to Sherborn

Maps of 1857,1875,1889.

20M-2/80
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Area Form no.

/oz.

Sherborn

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property’s
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

Organization Sherborn Historical Comm .

Date June - July 1981

ess 59 North Main Street

oric Name Charles Port Dowse House

Original residence
.

Present residence

!rship :O Private individual
Private organization Robert

^ Dpni qp T?ay

Public

Original owner Charles Port Dowse

DESCRIPTION:

Date c. 1890 - 1895

Source Margaret Dowse Buntin' s file

Style Carpenter Gothic

Architect

Exterior wall fabric clapboard

Outbuildings large barn behind house

dismantled , summer 1981
•

Major alterations (with dates)

Moved Date

Approx, acreage acres

Setting situated i n nnp> of .ghprhm-n ' g

more densely settled areas, near

Dowse 's Corner (intersection of

Coolidge, North Main and Lake Sts.)

(Staple additional sheets here)
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Built c, 1890-1895, this house is a late manifestation of the Carpen-
ter Gothic and the only representative of this style in Sherborn. Its
irregular plan, steeply pitched gables, ecclesiastical trefoil or shamrock
decoration (porch and attic gables) represent the last gasp of a type of
domestic architecture promoted by A, J, Davis and A. J. Downing in the
1830 ’s and 1840' s. This house's windows are fully enframed and narrow -

a vaguely Italianate touch. The barn to the rear of the house, parts of
which are said to date to the 18th c., is currently being dismantled (sum-
mer 1981) . Architecturally this house greatly contributes to the 18th and

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role ov^Tiers played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

An 18th c. dwelling built by Andrew Newall in 1767 originally occupied
this house's lot. Newall 's place apparently burned in the 1880' s. The
present house was constructed by Charles Dort Dowse c. 1890-1895 - the eighth
house in the Dowse Corner area to be built for a member of the Dowse family.
Charles D. Dowse had built No. 112 North Main St. and then moved here.
A Mr. Stoddard lived here for a while, presumably in the 1890* s, and a

Whipple family lived here in the early 1900' s. School teachers boarded
with the Whipple family including J. M. Dowse.

Note: •-Durltig the l870s and l880s Charles Dort and Emily Dowse

lived in San Jose, Califomia.It is interest!^ to

csiTni larities of style and form between this house and the old

C D Dowse house at 112 North Main St. Both display Gotluoize

drt^ir^d are of an irregular plan.TIndoutedly this late use

of the Carpenter Gothic was for

nostalgic reasons on! the part of the

returning C.D*Dowses#

NOTE: HOUSE AND BARNS UNDERGOING
EXPERT RESTORATION/PRESERVATION

1981/1982.

BIBLIOGR-APHI’ and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research

Dowse Genealogy

Maps of 1788, 1875 and 1889

*19th c. charm of this area.

ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)



FORM B - BUILDING

s 60 North Main Street

oric Name Plain School

Original school

Present residence

rship : E3 Private individual
Private organi zation_

Richard Rpitii.c;

Public

Original owner Town of Sherborn

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings ,

or geographical features.
Indicate north.

ho oJ. A /rJ ijL

Recorded by Edward W. Gordon

Organization Sherborn Historical Comm,

Date June - July 1981

DESCRIPTION:

Date 1834

Source paper presented to Sherborn
Historical Society by Charles Dowse

, 1931

Style Greek Revival

Architect Hiram Jones of Dover

Exterior wall fabric clapboard

Outbuildings garage

Major alterations (with dates) bay window,

rear addition, wall dormer added in early

1900 's and 1950 's

Moved
l.a few feet to rear of>f property-1866

Date
^

2. back to roadside-1901
Approx, acreage less than one acre

Setting located diagonally across North

Main Street (to Northeast) from the 1796

Stone House

.

Sherborn

Area Form no_.

/03

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTUR.A.L SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

Built as a school house in 1834, this 1 1/2 story Greek Revival Structure was
considerably altered in the early 1900 's when it was converted into a residence^
Constructed of wood, it is of a rectangular plan and rests on a brick foundation.
Originally its west gable had two entrances—one for boys and one for girls. Above
these doors was a bracketed door hood (added c. 1870). Old photographs show round
arched attic windows rather than a pair of windows. Still intact, however, are hand-
some corner boards. Facia boards run the length of its side walls although an early
20th century wall dormer interupts their flow on the south wall. A bay window has
been added to the west facade gable.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

Built by Hiram Jones of Dover, who was also one of the builders of the First
Parrish Church, the Plain School was remodelled as a house by Charles Olsen in 1900.
With the exception of the Town Hall, the Plain School is the only 19th century school
structure still extant in Sherborn. By the mid 19th century there were 7 school
districts in Sherborn—the Plain School was located in district 2 . In 1866 it was
moved back many yards to create a play area. An iron bucket with a pump in it was
placed near the roadside portion of the school property. This structure was moved
closer to the street when it was converted to residential use.

NotetThis schools name is derived from Edwards Plain-ihe .

densely settled area between Sherborn Center and Everett St.
This part of Sherborn was encompassed within Edward Wesf's
large land grant. In 1694 he was appointed schoolmaster of
the town.

^Sherboms district schools v/ere gradually phased out
between 1890 and 1910. V/ith the completion of the Center
School inl910, Sherboms 8 grades could be conducted under
one roof.

BIBLIOGR-APm' and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research
photographs from the Sherborn Historical Society
Anne Car Shaugnessy History of Sherborn

Maps of 1788,1857,1875,1889.

20M-2/80
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The Plain School

Late I9thc. photographs couihiesy ox
The Sherbonr Historical Society.



ric Name Lemuel Leland House

Original residence
^

Present residence

SS 61 North Main Street

rship:^ Private individual
Private organization_

r^rnlyn D ri a1 dea

Public

Original owner Lemuel Leland

Area Form no_.

/o-f

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property’s
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.

Recorded by Edward W. Gordon

Organization Sherborn Historical Comm .

Date June - July 1981

DESCRIPTION:

Date c. 1810

Source Morse's History of SherbornI - -

Style early 19th century frame' vernacular

Architect Ebenezer Mann

aluminum .

Exterior wall fabric ^ clapboard )

Outbuildings Barn

Major alterations dates)

main facade altered after 1950

Moved Date

Approx, acreage J.2.0

Setting set back on west side nf

North Main Street on well maintained grounds

(Staple additional sheets here)



ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

The fenestration of this house has been greatly altered by the incorporation
of "colonial" features. These changes include a mid-20th century interpretation of
a Georgian entrance and large multi-pane picture windows. This house is crowned by
a sbeeply pitched roof—its gables face north and south.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

This house was built about 1810 by Ebenezer Mann, Sherborn's foremost housewright.
It was for many years the residence of Lemuel Leland, gunmaker. To the north of his
house was the Leland gun shop. The fame of Leland' s fire arms extended as far as

West Virginia and Kentucky. He made "fowling pieces" or "pigeon guns," which were
used for shooting wild pigeons. The gun shop, located between the house and Indian
Brook, was later removed to Lake Street. It was destroyed by a fire of undertermined
date

.

Notfti Hie son called Bill-gun moved to Pleasant St. and contin
'ued for many years to remodel old guns.During the l850s and
l860s a John Ives lived here. This house is unlabled on the
maps of 1875 and 1889* .

John Ives fiures prominently in Sherhom Cider making

lore. During the mid-19th c. Sherhom supported more th^ 20

cider mills .They were productive enough to be taxed,

last ‘glassed ’cider in town was made by John Ives. His method

of cider purification was to use isinglas^s^ on which the im-

purities would collect , leaving the cider clear.

By the 1920s a Luke Henderson lived here.

''Vi

BIBLIOGRAPm' and/or REFERENCES

"Historical Sketches Sherborn Tercentenary "-July , 1952
Margaret Dowes Buntin' s research.

Maps of 1857 , 1875 , 1889 .

Anne C. Shaughnessy Guide to ' Sherhom
Sherborn Past and TFesent~ir6 /4Vr9^C by members of the
Sherhom Hist. SC>C. 20M-2/80
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Area Form no.

loS

n
Sherborn

ess 83 North Main Stret^t

oric Name Moses Perry House

Original residence

Present residence

rship : El Private individual
Private organization Willard
R. Tougas

Public
I

__

»

i

I

i SKETCH MAP
> Draw map showing property's

I

location in relation to nearest
! cross streets and other buildings

Recorded by Edward W. Gordon

Original owner Moses Perry III

DESCRIPTION:

Date rear wing probably 1782^ main

block c. 1810
Source visual^ Margaret Dowse

Buntin'

s

Style Federal
research 9

Architect

Exterior wall fabric clapboard

Outbuildings Barn

Major alterations (with dates)

Moved_ Date

Approx, acreage 2,60

Setting situatefl vicjnjfy nf nnwg fa

'

Organization Sherborn Historical Comm .

Date June - July 1981

Corner - one of the few houses in the

area not of the Greek Revival st^

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTUR.M SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

This house's rear wing is probably older than the early 19th c.

main block dating to c. 1782. Its handsome rectangular main block
rises 2h stories to a gable roof with short eaves. Its 5 bay central
fjaoad.e. boasts an elegant entrance - the front door is flanked by
narrow sidelights and attenuated pilasters. Surmounting the front
door is an entablature and molded cornice. This house is integral
to the 18th and 19th century small town character of its area.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role o\\Tiers played in local or state history

and how the building relates to the development of the community)

Moses Perry III was a cooper. Born in 1755, he married Mary Sanger
in 1782, Presumably this house was built shortly after their marriage.
Their children were born 1787 - 1794 so perhaps the date of construction
is closer to 1787. This house was sold around 1800 to Moses Chamberlain,
a tanner. He established a tannery on this property. The main block
was probably built at the start of his ownership. This business and

Whome was bought by Deacon Oliver Fisk in 1814 who continued the oper-
ation of the tannery.

By 1875 a J. D, Coolidge owned this residence. At the time of the
tannery's operation on this site the area between Hunting Lane and
Coolidge Street along North Main Street was already something of a
"manufacturing district" - edge tool makers, coffin makers, "wheel jacks"
etc. lived nearby.

BIBLIOGR-^Pm' and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin’ s research

^PAnne C. Shaughnessy - A Guide to Sherborn

Maps of 1788, 1875, 1889

I 20M-2/80



5S S 84 North Main Street

)ric Name Deacon Oliver Fisk House

Original residence

Present residence

'ship ; El Private individual
Private organization

Robert and .qn<^an .gch^rr

Pub 1 i c

Original O'vner peacon Oliver FiRV

Area form no.

/0(t,

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

Recorded by r., ^ ^ ^r -dward W.—Gordon

Organization Sherborn Historical Commission

Date July, 1981

DESCRIPTION:

Date c. 1850

Sour c e Margaret Dowse Buntin' s resea^^

S ty 1 e Greek Revival

Architect

Exterior wall fabric ^ , 4. v nasoeetoc obin^l-oc

Outbuildings

Major alterations (with dates) Exterior

and interior altered (fenestration and

fabric) after a 1930 's fire

Moved Date

Approx. acreage 1- 7̂

Setting situated on the east side of

North Main Street near Dowse ' s Corner.

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and
evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

Although altered by the application of synthetic siding, this house retains its
integrity of form. It is composed of a 2 story Greek Revival temple-form main block
and a 1 story north wing. Covered beneath asbestos shingles are corner and fascia
boards. Its 'pedimented doorway enframement appears to be a 20th century replacement,
although its side lights are original to this c. 1850 structure. This house is

integral to the early-mid 19th century flavor of Dowse ' s corner and vicinity, at least
in terms of form if not fabric.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role o\sners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

This house was built for Deacon Oliver Fisk. His son Samuel owned the house in

1875. A fire in the 1930 's gutted parts of the interior and extensive alterations
were done then. Deacon Oliver Fisk had lived across the street at #83 before moving
to this house

.

NotelFiskes settled in Southeastern Sherbom in 1704.For most

of the l8thc. Fiskes lived on or near Nason Hill Road. In the

early 19th c. Deacon Oliver Fiske broke from this settlement
pattern and moved North to Edwards Plain. He bought 83 North
Main St. in I8l4and continued the tannery in operation there.

He apparently built this house as a place of retirement.

BIBLIOGRAPHY' and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research
Shaugnessy- A Guide to Sherborn

Maps of 1788,1857,1875,1889.

20M-2/80



ess 86 North Main Street

oric Name Sparhawk House

Original - residence

Present residence and antique shop

rship:^ Private individual
Private organization

E—Wirrkson

Pub 1 i c

Original owner Emlyn Sparhawk

Sherborn

Area Form no.

I^f
1

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

Organization sherborn Historioel r.nTnTtii g ^ i nn

Date July. 1981

DESCRIPTION:

Date 1833
;

Source Margaret Dowse Buntin' s resea'.-'"

Style cape

Architect

Exterior wall fabric clapboard

Outbuildings garage and a two story structure

to rear of house -
'

Major alterations (with dates)

Moved Date

Approx, acreage 2.37

Setting situated on rned<:^idp, a large

gnarled tree of considerable age i

s

located to the south of the house

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTUR-M SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

This is a simple 2 1/2 story Cape Cottage. Covered with clapboard, it culminates
in a wide ridge roof. A pair of brick chimneys project from the roof's center. Its
main entrance is flanked by narrow multi-pane side lights, attenuated pilasters, and

. is crowned by a covered eliptical fan. To 'the rear ’of this property is a barn and a

2 story structure which are both covered in weathered wood shingles.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history

and how the building relates to the development of the community)

Built in 1833, this house was owned for many years by the Sparrowhawk or Sparhawk
family. It was built for Emlyn Sparhawk, grandson of Timothy Sparhawk, who came to
Sherborn in 1775. The Sparhawks first settled at Timothy Sparhawk Corner (Farm Road
and South Main Street). Emlyn Sparhawk had a boot shop on this property in 1875.
While excavating a basement for his home, he discovered the site of a 17th century
stockade defense against the Nipmuck Indians. He found the remains of posts set
together on the ground as well as a quantity of arrowheads.

Note; According to Charles H.Dowse the fortification on this

lot dates to the Revolution and/ not to the 17th c.He notes

that "At the commencement of th^evolution,a building was erec-

ted near the residence of Deacon Disk for the, storage of prov-

isions for the army and a guard placed over it. When Rlr, Emlyn
Sparhawk dug the cellar to this house ,

posts were found close
together which wb"*^^ undoubtedly part of the stockade around
the guard house .lEn 1777 Sherborn men were drafted for six
months and stationed to guard mili tary stores in Sherborn
and Llystic ,Mass,"

Sparhawks great granddaughter Sara lived here until she

J
retired from teaching at the Central School in the 1950s.

1

BIBLIOGRAPHY' and/or REFERENCES
Maps of 1788^1857^1875,1889

Maragaret Dowse Buntin' s research
Shaugnessy- A Guide to Sherborn

Sherborn Past and Present 1674-1924- Slierbom Soldiers of the
American Revolution^ by Charles H.Dowse.

20M-2/80
N
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SS 91 North Main Street

ric Name Benjamin Dowse House

Original residence

Pres ent

rship : Private individual
Private organization_

william Gulliver

Area Form nq.

Sherborn

Public
I

J Original owner Benjamin Dowse

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

Organization Sherbom Historical
° “ Commlalun

Date July 1981

DESCRIPTION:

Date 1814-rear, 1830-main block

Source Dowse Genealogy

Federal.

c

Architect

Exterior wall fabric clapboard

Outbuildings small barn-qarage

>

Major alterations (with dates)

N

Moved Date

Approx, acreage 6.27

Setting situated on the edge of a gentle

rise, its land slopes down to North Main

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and
evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

This house is composed of a 2 1/2 story main block and rear ell. Black shutters
elegantly contrast with light yellow clapboards. Its 5 bay main facade possesses
one of Sherborn's most elegant Federalist entrances—its front door is flanked fy
narrow multi-paned sidelights and is crowned by an eliptical arch. This house's
interior features 8 fire places, wideboard wainscoting with lapstrake type grooving,
gun stock posts, and handsome carved molding.

\
/

J

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

91 Main Street was built in three stages—its rear ell was constructed c. 1814
and subsequently enlarged while its main block dates to c. 1830. It has significant
historical associations with the whip making Dowse family and is one of eight Dowse '

s

corner houses built for Dowse family members during the first half of the 19th century.
Benjamin Dowse and his wife. Thankful Chamberlain, were its first owners. Banjamin
Dowse "was one of three brothers who carried on in a trade related to their family's

^ leather dressing. He was a whipmaker, as was his brother Joseph (106 North Main Street)."

Benjamin Dowse was the grandson of the Eleazer Dowse who came

to Sherhom at the time of the Battle of Bunker Hilx.He marriecJ

in 1813 and lived for a time in his grand fathers house on

Everett St. The Dowses used the boggy lowland to the soufhof

thBiifeverett St. homestead for the digging of pits in which^

to soak hid® .Benjamin had a' shop cii his North Main St.

property in v/hich he made 2o-ft. whips entirely by h^d.
The whip business declined with the passing of the stagecoach

;but ToWse whips were braided in Sh.erbom as late as lo/o.

In the 1850s Ben's brother Nathaniel(100 N.Main St.) turned to

the manufacture of shoes.

A previous house on this site belonged to William Rider Jr.
He was a private tutor who moved to Natick in 1734.

Note: At the present time (1981) an extensive 2 story rear addition

is being added to the ell and the driveway has been moved further to

the south to make room for a large terrace.

BIBLIOGR-APFTi' and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin' s card file

Shaugnessy-A Guide to Sherborn

Maps of 1788,1857 ,1875,1889.

20M-2/80
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iss 93 North Main Street

>ric Name Lowell Coolidge House

Original residence

Present residence

rship : El Private individual
Private organization

Dr, William H, Taeusch, Jr.

Public

Original owner Deacon Lowell Coolidg

FORM B - BUILDING

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL COiMMISSION

294 Washington Street, Boston, MA 02108

Area Form no.

I0<f

Sherborn

cross streets and other buildings
ox geographical features.
Indicate north.

Recorded by Edward W, Gordon

Organization Sherborn Historical Comm .

Date June - July 1981

Date 1847

Source William Lowell Coolidge

Style Greek Revival f-' I

Architect

Exterior wall fabric clapboard

Outbuildings cupola on the barn/garage

,

bears the date 1850

Major alterations (with dates) both main

block and north wing built at the

s ame •time

Moved Date

Approx. acreage 1.00 acre

Setting situated on a slight rise, ad

j acent to this house's northern wall

is a charming Italianate barn wit^Lu

distinctive cupola.

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

Built all at once rather than in stages, this L-shaped Greek Revival
dwelling is a copy of 100 North Main Street. (The front porch was removed
in the mid 1900's.) It is a solid example of a .temple form, 3 bay Greek
Revival house, possessing wide corner boards and a fully enframed attic.
Its doors and windows are simply enframed, lacking the pedimented lintels
which frequently appear on 1850' s Sherborn Greek Revival houses.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history

and how the building relates to the development of the community)

Lowell Coolidge built this house in 1847 on land he bought from Benja^iri
Dowse of 91 No. Main St. Coolidge owned Sherborn' s second largest shoe fac-
tory which stood on an open lot to the right of the house. Deacon Lowell
learned the shoe-making trade from his first cousin, Curtis Coolidge of 91
South Main St. Lowell was in company with Nathaniel Dowse from 1849 until
1854 when he built his own shop at 93 No. Main St. Coolidge 's Shoe Shop

^p^.ployed 12 workers. The last shoes were made there by his son William in
J-908. The shop was moved to Holliston and converted into a house.

William Lowell Coolidge, grandspn^of Deacon Lowell, remembers that the
present red barn was originally painted white,

^ ^

the front yard once had a picket fence and that the maple tree in the front
yard was planted the day he was born in 1901.

by the Sherborn Hist. Society
^H^rgaret Dowse Buntin' s card file
^rane C. Shaughnessy - A Guide to Sherborn
Maps of 1788, 1857, 1875 and 1889
Interview with Kate Taeusch, current owner, who had talked with William Lowell

This house is one of a half
dozen houses built at Dowse 's

Corner in the 1840' and 1850' s.

At that time a number of small
manufacturing concerns prospered
in this ne'ighborhood ,' including
makers of whips, shoes, tools,
boots, cider and coffins. Like
Coolidge, many of the home owners
had shops on their property.

Cppiidge,
20M-2/80
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93 North Main Street

early 1900'

s

Photograph courtesy of Kate Taeusch, owner in 1981

0



block=1844
Source Margaret Dowse Biintin ' s file

Style Greek Revival

- BUILDINGFORM

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL COMMISSION
294 Washington Street, Boston, MA 02108

location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north

. ^
hi

Original owner Joseph Dowse gr.

RIPTION:

Date rear ell=late 18th c. , main

100 North Main Street

ric Name Joseph Dowse Sr. House

Original residence

Present residence/C. A. Dowse & Sons
Apple Growers

ship :O Private individual
Private organization Charles A .

Dowse Jr.

Public

Area Form no.

HO

I

Architect

Exterior wall fabric (cT^^oard)

Outbuildings barn, farm stand, storage

and commercial sales complex -

Major alterations (with dates) Greek

Revival main block replaced 1783.

cottage in 1844

Moved Date

Approx, acreage 11.24 acres

Setting situated in one of the town's
.f

1

Organization

Date

Sherborn Historical

June - July 1981

Comm. more densely settled areas, surrounded

by primarily Greek Revival residences,

opposite key intersection

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTUR.M SIGNI FIC.Ms’CE (describe important architectural features and

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

During the 1840' s and 1850' s Sherborn enjoyed a high degree of prosperity.

Small manufacturing concerns flourished in the Edward's Plain - Dowse Corner

section of town. The Greek Revival style, temple form house highly popular

in Sherborn at that time - particularly at Dowse' s Corner where half a dozen

houses were built in this mode ~ 100 north Main St. is one of the more full

blown examples of this style.

In 1844 the old 1783 cottage was taken down and the present classicized

main block was attached to the old ell. Generally, Temple form houses were

built with their gables facing the road. This house continues the 17th and
18th c. tradition of the main facade facing south. (Lake St. is to the
south and was laid out in the 1850's). Essentially rectangular in plan, it
rests on a granite block foundation and rises 2h stories to a pedimented
attic. Projecting from its 3 bay main facade is a handsome perch with fluted
Tuscan columns. This dwelling's edges are crisply defined by corner and
fascia boards. Its entrance is flanked by narrow multipane sidelights.

^j|

It is interesting to note that the main block's front rooms have double
beams reinforcing the floors. Reinforcement was needed due to the .weight of
leather shoes accumulated during the Civil War.

To the south of this homestead is a roadside stand (Dowse 's Apples) and
storage/commercial sales complex which were built in the early 1950' s.

For HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE see attached sheet

BIBLI0GR-A.PH1' and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research
Anne C. Shaughnessy - A Guide to Sherborn
Dowse Genealogy

and A History of Sherborn

"Sherborn Past and Present" 1674-1924
Maps of 1788. 1857. 1875 and 1889

20M-2/80
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HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE 100 North Main Street

^ This house has significant historical associations with Sherborn's leather
areasing Dowse family. Its first owner was Joseph Dowse Sr. It was this
Joseph who gave his name to Dowse ' s Corner. He was born in Charlestown, Ma.
in 1760 and came to Sherborn with his parents in 1775 on the eve of the
Battle of Bunker Hill. The Dowse's Charlestown home was burned by the British.
Joseph's father, Eleazer, settled on Everett St. He utilized the boggy low-
lands of the area for the digging of pits in which to soak hides. Eleazer 's

two Everett St. houses are no longer extant.

Joseph served in the Revolutionary War as a guard at Sherborn's ammuni-
tion garrison which was located on the site of 86 North Main Street (south
of Dowse's Corner). After the War he built a cottage with a large ell at
100 North Main St. Only a portion of the present ell dates to the late 18th
century. The present main block was built in 1844.

Joseph joined his father and brothers in the leather dressing business.
One of each of the two ash and two buttonwood trees he set out across the
street still stand.

Joseph's son, Nathaniel, inherited this house. Initially engaged in whip
making with his brothers Benjamin and Joseph, he branched out into shoe manu-
facturing. All three had whip shops where 20 foot long stage coach whips
were made entirely by hand. The decline of whip making was heralded by the
advent of the Rail Road Age and the passing of the stage coach. (Dowses made
^hips in Sherborn as late as 1876).

In 1859 Nathaniel built a three story frame building on a triangular lot
of land formed by the Coolidge St. - North Main St. intersection. In this
structure he operated a sizable shoe industry which employed 20 men. They
hand crafted the "Brogan" or heavy work shoe. It was sold primarily to
southern markets for use on plantations. The Civil War temporarily halted
Sherborn's shoe business. In 1870 Nathaniel sent his sons to the south
with a freight car load of shoes to resume trade. During the mid 19th century
Sherborn supported a dozen small shoe shops but the two largest were those
of Nathaniel Dowse and Lowell Coolidge (both at Dowse's Corner). By the
early 19oo-^s the United Shoe Machinery Corporation drove hundreds of small
shoe shops out of business. Nathaniel Dowse's shoe manufactory burned in
1907. Coolidge 's shop went out of business the following year.

Nathaniel's son Charles Herbert (born 1853) lived in this house for 83
years. An avid historian, he made whips and shoes and later turned to market
gardening. In 1919 he opened one of the first roadside stands, catering
to the automobile touring trade. His apples, small fruits and fresh vegetables
stand was the forerunner of "Dowse's Apples". The present stand, an apple
sorting ar'^ storing complex as well as commercial sales, was built in the
early 1950's.

The prviSent owner, Charles Arthur Jr. , is the fifth generation to live
this homestead. It is one of eight 19th c. houses at and near Dowse's

Corner, associated with the Dowse family.
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100 Nortli Main Street from Lake Street in the early 1900s

Photograph from Anne C. Shaunessys

•r t i^t.ory of Sherborn

The Joseph Dowse House. Ell dates to the 1780s
The main: block was built in 1844.

Stereopticon viewi. below cl870s .
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Nathanial Dowses shoe shop^ built in I85 O,

destroyed by fire in 1907, It was situated on
the triangular parcel of land formed by the
intersection of Coolidge and North Main Streets .

Nat Dowse lived across the street at' 100. North Main St,
CI87O stereopticon view and 1907 photograph courtesy
of the SherbomLHistorical Society

Fire at Dowse’s Corner - 1907



FCR-M 3 - 3UILDING

NtASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL CCNIMISSION

294-. Washington Street, Boston, MA 02103

Area Form no

.

m \

Sherborn

ess 102 NorLh Main Street

House
toric NaiHe Nathaniel Henry Dowse

: Original residence

Present residence

ership:!xl Private individual
Private organization Peter J.
Tarkoy

Public

Original owner Nathaniel Henry

Dowse

Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

DESCRIPTIO.N;

1854Date_

S our c e Margaret Dowse Buntin' .^^il

Stvle Greek Revival

Architect

Exterior wall fabric aluminum siding

Outbuildings garage and shed

Major alterations (with dates) interior

alterations-1942
, exterior altered

1976

Moved

I. Bo

Recorced by Edward W. Gordon

Organization Sherborn Historical Comm .

Date June - July 1981

cet t; located—

i

n one of Sherborn

*

s.

few densely settled areas - one

several Greek Revivals adjacent to

key intersection - Coolidge North Ma
and Lake Sts,

r i
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* a 1970' s remodelling.

AK TECTUR.'^L SIGMr IC.AX’CE (describe important architectural features and
e\’aluate in terms cf other buildings vithin community)

Greek Revival dwellings were popular in Sherborn and in Dowse 's Corner
' in particular during the 1840 's and 1850' s. The Nathaniel Henry Dowse House
features a wide variety of Greek Revival surface treatments. Built in 1854
its freely enframed and pedimented windows reflect the growing penchant for
more plastic surfaces. Composed of a main block and north and south ells
its main entrance is recessed and crowned by a heavy entablature and trian-
gular cornice. Its south ell displays an open porch with columns which
might be loosely called Doric. Its edges are crisply defined by wide corner
and fascia boards. The fenestration of its north wing was greatly altered in*

HISTORICAl STGNIFICAh’CE [explain the role ouners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the dei'elopment of the community)

This house is one of eight houses around the intersection of Lake,
Coolidge and North Main Streets built by members of Sherborn ’ s leather dressing
Dowse family. Nathaniel Henry Dowse 's father, Nathaniel, had a whip shop
in the ell of 100 North Main St. (next door) . Beginning in 1850 his father
had a shoe shop across the street. 102 North Main St. may be said to reflect
the initial prosperity of the Dowse 's enterprise which made heavy plough
ioes or brogans for the southern market (mostly for plantation slaves).

Nathaniel Henry and his wife, Annie Phipps Sanger (granddaughter of states-
man, real estate tycoon and factory owner Col. Calvin Sanger) occupied this
house "'hortly after their wedding on 23 August, 1854. After the Civil War
he was rent as an official of the U. S. Government "to supervise the sacking
of the plantations" - he returned valuables looted during the war to their

^ southern 'wners. Nathaniel Henry Dowse lived here into the 1890' s. By the

^
19 40'

s

IL :;c.3 owned by a Mrs. Morton, retired warden of the Women's Reform-
atory in -mingham.

)

J

BIBLIOGR.^Pm' and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research
1657
A Guide

^Maps of 1875 and 1888^
^!l^ne C. Shaughnessy -

To Sherborn»
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102 N'jrtii Main Street Nathaniel Henry Dowse House
^

late 19th c photograph courtesy of the Sherborn Historical

society.

mb
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Area

"• •’ 1

Form no,

//z
•

1 Sherborn

-

(•ess 106 North Main Street

ioric Name Joseph Dowse House

1 Original residence

1 Present residence

S’fCHTCH H^\?

Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

Ci TLci^

Edward W. Gordon.R e c o r d e d by

Cr^anitation Sherborn Historical Comm.

June - July 1981

rship ; Cx] Private individual
Private organitation Stephen H.

and Charlene M. Bishop

Pub lie

Ori<^inal owner Joseph Dowse Jr.

DESCRIPTION:

Date 1819

Source Dowse Geneology

Stvle Federal

Architect

E.xterior wall fabric wood shingle

Outbuildings barn

Major alterations (wich dates) clapboard s

covered with shingles probably in

early 1900' s.

Moved

.Aooro.x. acreage 2.5 acres

S c t _ i n g situated in northern portion

of Dowse 's area in one of the town's

most densely settled areas - part of

linear settlement pattern along North
Main St. (Route 16)

m
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*addition projects from the rear of the house,
original multi pane windows.

2/2 sash have replaced the

ARCHITECTUFAL SIGKIFIC.AN’Cr (describe impcrtar.': architectural features and

evaluate in terns cf other buildings within community)

' The pleasing symmetry, compact form, and well crafted entrance suggest
this house is the product of one of the town's master builders - either
Ebenezer Mann or Bowen Adams. Dowses were related by marriage to these
housewrights . Rising 2h stories to a fully pedimented, gable roof, this
house's clapboards have been covered with natural wood shingles. The 5 bay
main facade's entrance represents a fusion of the Federal and the then nascent
Greek Revival style - delicate attenuated pilasters support a relatively
heavy Greek Revival entablature. This house was to have been crowned by a

hip roof but Dowse changed his mind mid way through construction. A one story*

HISTORICAL SIGKIFICAN’CE (explain the role owners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

This is one of eight dwellings around the intersection of Lake, Coolidge
and North Main Streets built by members of the Dowse family. This family of
leather dressers was known beyond Sherborn's borders. as master whip makers
and later shoe makers. Joseph Dowse Jr.'s grandfather, Eleazer, fled Charles-
town, Ma. on the eve of the Battle of Bunker Hill and settled in Sherborn on
Everett St. Later generations of Dowses built homesteads on North Main and ^
Lake Streets. This area became known as Dowse Corner. Joseph Dowse Jr. oi^^lP'

106 No. Main St. had a whip shop which stood close to the south of the house.
In his shop 20 foot whips were made entirely by hand. His brothers Benjamin
(91 North Main) and Nathaniel (100 North Main) also had whip shops. The last
Dowse Brothers whips were made in 1876 and were shipped to Minnesota where
stage coaches were still being used. Joseph Jr.'s daughter, Emily, married
Bowen Adams Jr., son of the master builder. They lived here in the 1870'

s

while another daughter, Rebecca Maynard, lived here as a widow in the 1880' s.

It was owned by different families until in 1925 the Edmimd C. Dowse family
purchased it causing the Framingham News to write, "So in the process of
time the Dowses come back to the old time home".

BIBLIOGR-APhTr’ and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research .

Maps of 1788, 1874 and 1889

.

1957
Anne C. Shaughnessy - A Guide to Sherborn and The History of Sherborn
Dowse -Geneology

20N5-2/80
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Joseph Dowse House
106 North Main Street
late 19th c photograph
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112 North Main Street

oric Name Charles Port Dowse Hotirp>

Original
^ residence

Present residence

jrship :^ Private individual
Private organization Robert A.
and Stephanie Doucette

Area Form no..

115

Public
I

-• Original owner Charles Dort Dowse

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property's DESCRIPTION:
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings Date 1859
or geographical features.
Indicate north. Source Dowse Genealoav

r
Sty le elements of Gothic Revival and

Ital:^ate
Architect

Recorded by_

Organization

Edward W. r;o-rdr.n

Sherborn Histor-ical Cnmim’ c; c; i on

Date July, 1981

Setting northern boundary line adjacent

to Plain Cemetarv. Well maintained front

yard features a gazebo-like "wishing wej?^

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTUR.A.L SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

Stylistically this dwelling exhibits Gothic Revival and Itali^ate elements.
Its irregular plan, wide, steeply pitched gables, and front porch place it squarely
within the mid 19th century romantic cottage tradition—a frame vernacular manifestation
of the cottages of A. J. Davis and A. J. Downing. Particularly noteworthy is the
Gothicized front porch with its wide pointed arches, the triple round head window
of the second floor, and the quatrefoil, or four-leaf clover, attic windows set in
diamond-shaped frames

.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

For many years the Qiarles Dort Dowse family resided in this house. Dowse and
his bride, the former Emily Adams, moved here shortly after their marriage on February
24, 1859. Their daughter, Mabel Dowse, was editor of children's books for the Silver
Biirdett Company in New York City. She died in the 1960's. The C. D. Dowses lived in
San Jose, California, in the 1880 ' s and returned to Sherborn in the 1890' s. Their
son, Robert, died of a fever in the Spanish American War. By 1889 a G. Aucy owned
this house.

Upon their return to Sherhom in the early 19thc.,the C.D.
Uowses built 59 Northi llain St. which echos 122 in terms of
Gothicized detail and irregular massing.

BIBLI0GR.APHY and/or REFERENCES

Dowse Genealogy
1875 and 1889 maps

also maps of 1788 and 1857
interview with M.D.Euntin.

)

)

(

(
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Area Form nO'.

Sherborn

6SS 115 North Main Street

oric Name Perry Dowse House

Original residence

Present residenc

rship ; Sil Private individual
Private organization

John Plimpton

Pub 1 i c

Original owner possibly a member of

SKETCH MAP the Dowse family

Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

DESCRIPTION:

Date c. 1885

Source Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research

Style elements of Colonial Revival

-Makxk.
Architect

Organization sherborn Historical Commiss ion

Date July. 1981

tree shaded drive —between the house and

barn (west) is a circular driveway.

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFIC.AlNCE (describe important architectural features and
evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

This rambling house is difficult to "read" because of modifications which include
projecting screened and enclosed porches, Colonial Revival treatments of undetermined
vintage, and a missive tree which obscures a large portion of 'the building. Neo Colonial
Federal elements include large multi-pane windows, fanlights, and a crisp red and
white color scheme

.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

This house is not shown on the 1875 map and appears unlabeled on the map of 1889.

Further research is needed to determined its original owner. Perry Dowse lived here
from the early 1900 's until his death in the 1920' s.

Joseph Perry Dowse, a farmer, was born November 12, 1849. He was
the son of William Chamberlain and Eliza Coolidge Dowse who lived at
13 Lake Street. (His uncle, Edmund Dowse was the minister of the Pil-
grim Chirch from 1837-1905.) 115 North Main St. was probably built
in 1888, the year that J. Perry Dowse married Mary S. Read who was
born the daughter of Asa and Hannah Read in 1840. In 1893, Perry Dowse
married again Charlotte L. Adams, the daughter of Alden H. and Charlotte
A. (Fales) Adams. Perry Dowse died of burns he received while burning
leaves on this property in 1919 or 1920.

^^^^^irigton Fiske of 27 Hollis St. (Old Red House) recalls that his
father bought this house about 1920. In 1949 the Fiskes sold to the

9\lrxe?;^^ th.^ PJ^^vi^ptons who enl^tged the house.

BIBLIOGRAPHY' and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Bimtin's research
maps of 1875 and 1889

Interview with G. Farrington Fiske

20M-2/80



FORM B - BUILDING

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL COMMISSION

Area Form no.

115

Sherborm

ss 123 NortlL Maim Street

ric Name Amory Babcock
Jr. House

Original lesideutial

Present

hip : C3 Private individual
Private organization_
Gary Hav/kins

Public

Original
R. . .

owner Amory BabcocK

Draw map showing property’s
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.

DESCRIPTION: ,,

Date G • l825

Source Bowse Genealogy

Style Bederal-Greek Rev.

Architect

Auomrrfv/a**'
Exterior wall fabric clacboard

Outbuildings

.

Banr

Major alterations (with dates)

Front porch is a 20thc.

addition

Moved Date •

Approx, acreage 1 , ~| n

Recorded by Edward W. GnrHnn

Organization Sherborn Historical Comm

Date June - July 1981

Setting situated cl o.se to

’heavily trav^ed st in one
/

of towns more densely settled
' neighborhoods.

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)
Built cl825,tiLis house exemplefies the type of farm house

popular in Sherbom from the early i8thc to th^id l830s

Its main block shows evidence of Greek Revival updating-^
comer and fascia boards were added in th6 1840s or 1850s

p
o f c K

Afront porch and an ehclosed^pro ject from its 5 bay main
facade, A two story ell abutts the south gable end,'A well

preserved 19thc, *bam is attached to the south ell, -

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role o\^^lers played in local or state history

and how the building relates to the development of the community)

This house ~has significant historical associations with the
naturalist Amory Leland Babcock Jr, He was an enthusiastic
collector of natural history specimens, devoting his time to
forming an extensive private collection of animals from all
over the world, A.C, Shaughnessy notes that he was a direct
descendant of Ebenezer Babcock who drew ajhou.se lot in Sherbom
in 1696, His mothey, Rebecca Dowse was the grandaughter of
Eleazer Dowse Sr. ,the first of the Dowse family of leather
dressers to settle in Sherbom 1775* Indeed this house is on
the northern edge of Dowses Comer,

At an^-- rate, Amory Jr,"^ amassedi a collection comprised of 120C
mounted birds, many animals and thousands of insects. Particu-
larly fascinated by birds and butt erflies, he spent the winters
of 1872-73 andl87^-80 in. British Guiana in search of specimens
for his collection. Upon his death in 1903 his collection was
given to V/ellesley College, This' collection was destroyed by fife,

in 1914 , The Bacon Free Library in Natick houses a representa-
tive series of his birds and mammals. Among other things he was
a professional taxidermist and had a gift for writing verse,
-^umorous verse entitled The W andering Pig was long a favor -
ite with his Dov/se‘s Comer neighbors,
Amory L. Babcocks enthusiasm for Natural History inspired

Sherbomfe citizens — e,g, the collection of E,J, Smith and the v

South African expeditions of Alfred Hawes, ('ll South Main StreerJ

His parents lived with Rebeccas father James Dowse on Everett

Street while this house was being built. He was bom here in
182b,

BIBLIOGR/-.r:r; and/or REFERENCES

Unpublished paper on A, L, Babcock: Jr in collection of the

Sherbom Historical Society,
^ Dowse Genealogy

Margaret Dov/se Bunt ins Pile
Maps of 1788, 1875, 1888.
Anne C , Shaughnessy s The History of Sherbom and a Guide toSherbom
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US'h

Mr. and Mrs. Amor\' Babcock

Amory Babcock Jr, was a naturalist of note.
For many years he lived at 123 Nort>^ P-Iain Street^
photograph from Anne C Shaughnessys The History
of Sherhorn
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127 North Main Street

.oric Name Samuel Sanger House

Original residence

Present residence

rship :
[xjc Private individual
Private organization

Wilfred Hooper

Public

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

Original owner Samuel Sanaer

DESCRIPTION:

Date c. 1840

Source Margaret Dowse Buntin'.c;

Style Greek Revival _£

Architect

I'f

Exterior wall fabric sythetic siding, slate
j

roof
Outbuildings

Major alterations (with dates)

Moved Date

Approx, acreage \. 2 S>

Recorded by Edward w. (Gordon

Organization sherborn Historical Commi s s i

o

n

Date July, 1981

Setting its northern wall runs parallel to tl

edge of a steep rise.

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTUFLM SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

A solid rendition of the temple form, side hall plan Greek Revival formula, this

house's 3 bay main facade displays a handsome classicized entrance. Its recessed
front door is flanked by narrow multi-pane side lights. It is enframed by a country
housewright ' s interpretation of Doric pilasters and heavy entablature. Unfortunately,
synthetic siding hides clapboards, corner, and fascia boards. Its pedimented attic
exhibits a 6/6 sash window. A two story wing projects from the south wall.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (ocplain the role ov^ners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

This c. 1840 house was built before North Main Street was extended into Natick
in 1857. Originally the "road to Natick" was via Everett and Rockwood streets.
Originally owned by Samuel Sanger, this house was purchased in 1853 by Asa Reed,

an employee of Joseph Dowse ' s leather business. It remained in the Reed family until
the early 20th century. By the 1920 's the Cousineau family owned this dwelling. Their

son Edward started the Laurel Farm Stand in 1934. The fruit orchards and fields of

this property supplied the farm stand with produce

.

)

)

BIBLI0GR.\P.wy and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research
1875 and 1889 maps

iC

)

)

20M-2/80



FORM B - BUILDING

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL COMMISSION
2Q4 Washingt on Street. Boston, MA 02108

Area Form no.

in-

Sherborn

ess 32 Pleasant Street

oric Name Joseph Twitchell House

Original residence

Present residen ce

rship ; El Private individual
Private organization Sewall

Fessenden

Public

Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.

/

Original owner Joseph Twitchell

DESCRIPTION:

Date c. 1710^ possibly 1690

Source Max Ferro , architect ^ says it;

no earlier than 1710. Harriet Forbes
Sty le Salt Box jsay.q 1 690.

Architect

Exterior wall fabric clapboard

Outbuildings barn ^ shed, quest house

Major alterations (with dates) north

wing added c. early 1800 *s

Moved Date

Approx, acreage

O
Recorded by Edward W. Gordon

Organization Sherborn Historical Comm .

Date June - July 1981

Setting located ijij boa-rt nf —

born's picturesque western farm countr

Across the street are open fields.

(Staple additional sheets here)
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*raised^ tlxe Qlder, lowe^r set is fastened together without a ridge pole."
Abutting the salt box's western wall is a 2 story addition which was pro-
bably added in the early 19th century. The barn on this property dates to
the mid 19th c. and is crowned by a cupula and an old weather vane. Both **

house and barn have been carefully restored.

ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

The Joseph Twitchell house is one of half a dozen houses in Sherborn
of which some part may have been built before 1700. This salt box posses-
ses a central hall plan with one room on either side and a lean-to to the
rear. Its main facade is'

3

bays wide. In the center of its roof is a mas-
sive brick chimney. Its dignified Georgian front door is flanked by Doric
pilasters and is surmounted by a multipane transom. Harriet Forbes notes
that inside, the "summer beams of roughly chiseled oak, ten inches square,
have beveled edges, and the framing is very heavy. The hardware is hand-
made, one small closet showing very simple butterfly hinges. There can be
seen in the attic two sets of rafters, showing how the roof at one time was'

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history

and how the building relates to the development of the community)

f

As is so often the case in dating New England houses constructed around
1700 a structural analysis frequently points to a date of construction
which is later than a date traditionally associated with a house. The archi-
tect, Max Ferro, says this dwelling could not have been built before 1710.
Harriet Forbes in "Some 17th Century Houses of Middlesex County, Massachu-
setts" (Jan. 1939) leans toward 1690 - in that year Joseph Twitchell, owner
of this property, wrote a will which mentions a house on this site. Joseph
Twitchell, presumably a farmer, lived on this property until his death in
1710. The house passed to his son Joseph's family and later to Joseph's
son Johnathon whose daughter Jennet apparently inherited the house in 1790.
Her husband, Silas Stone of Natick, "had a facetious turn of mind, an inven-
tive genius and an uncommon knowledge of books." Jennet lived here until
her death in 1816. Her son. Royal Stone, inherited the house in 1820.
During the late 19th c. Charles O. Littlefield lived in this house.. Subse-
quent owners include a Mrs. Lord and a Mr. Thomas. On the map of 187 5 an
A. Barber is listed as living here.

Note. Silas Stone invented a Surgical truiss^for hernias.

His .son Royal also owned a house to thO
|

scuth

south of Dr. lays on Western Ave.,sinc
moved to Himting Lane.

BIBLIOGR-APHi' and/or REFERENCES -

Maps of 1788,1857,1875,1889.
Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research
Anne C. Shaughnessey -' A Guide to Sherborn
Maps of 1788, 1875, 1889
"Old Time New England" - Jan. 1939
"Some 17th c. Houses of Middlesex County, Ma."

"byllarr^^t ^'oi’hes
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iric Name William (Bill Gun) Leland
House

Original residence and gun shop

Present residence

46 Pleasant Street

rship :O Private individual
Private organization Harold G.

Hildreth

Area Form no.

ii8

Sherborn

Public
I

Original owner William Leland

SKETCH MAP _

’

Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

1

Recorded by Edward W. Gordon

Organization Sherborn Historical Comm .

Date June - July 1981

DESCRIPTION:.

' “Date c. 1844

Source Margaret Dowse Buntin’ s file

Style mid 19th c. frame vernacular

Architect

Exterior wall fabric ^s^ifi^gfe

Outbuildings large bam across the

street, small horse bam

Major alterations (with dates) door hood

and entrance porch added in 1870'

s

and early 19th c. respectively.

Moved Date

Approx, acreage 1.00

Setting situated in the heart of West
1

Sherborn '

s

farm
0

country, surrounded

by fields. Adjacent to‘ sharp bend

in Pleasant Street,

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and
evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

This simple c. 1844 farm house was originally covered with clapboards.
It has been denatured by the application of shingles to its walls. It is

composed of a story main block and a west wing which once housed a gun
shop.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

This house's first owner was William Leland, son of Lemuel Leland
of gun making fame. There were so many William Lelands in Sherborn that
he was always called'^Bill Gun.’^ He inherited his father's gun making skills
(Lemuel's home was iol North Main St., Form |ql|

) . He purchased the old
Babcock land in West Sherborn and "devoted much of his time and skill to
changing over flintlocks to percussion firing". Many Boston firms sent par'

of guns for assembling and customizing. (In other words modernization).

His daughter Amy married G. W. Fleming of the "willow working" family.
Their daughter married Irving Hildreth and their son Harold lives in this
house in 1981.

(

BIBLIOGR-i^Pm' and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin’ s research

T^ne C. Shaughnessy - A Guide to Sherborn S
Maps of 1875 and 1889

20M-2/80



FORM B - BUILDING

ss 20 Prospect Street

ric Name "Tucker Tavern"

hip : El Private individual
Private organization William
and Susan Ware

tavern

residence

Public

Original owner William Tucker

Sherborn

Area Form no.

Ml

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

Recorded by Edward W. Gordon

Organization Sherborn Historical Comm ,

Date June - July 1981

DESCRIPTION:

Date 17 80

Source owner's research

Style originally Georgian^ Colonial
Revivalized in the early 1900 's

Architect

Exterior wall fabric clapboard

Outbui 1 dings garage^ stone water

tower

Major alterations (with dates) Colonial

Revivalized in the early 1900' s - dor-

mers added as well as pilasters and aj

enclosed main entrance porch
Moved from Prospect St. Date 1904

roadside
Approx, acreage sixty-eight acres

Setting a knoll-,—approxima*

lyMSO ft, from street - access gained

via winding road which leads past pi c-

turesque stone water tower. Upper

floors command fine view of Peter's H
(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTUR.A.L SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

This handsome residence is set back approximately^SO ' from Prospect St.

and dramatically sited on a grassy, tree covered knoll. It was originally •

adjacent to the north side of Prospect St. at its intersection with Coolidge
St. The house is composed of a large rectangular main block (2^ stories) and
a 2 story rear wing. It was moved to its present location in 1904 and was re-
modelled in the Colonial Revival style. Situated over interesting rock out-
croppings which are clearly visible in its basement, it rises 2h stories to a

gable roof. Its western slope is lined with a regimental row of 5 Georgian
Revival dormers. The central, double dormers are alligned with the enclosed
main entrance porch which projects from the 5 bay main facade. The rooms of

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role ouners played in local or state history

and how the building relates to the development of the community)

j

i

1

I

I

SEE ATTACHED SHEET FOR HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE

its southern side were extended in the early 1900' s. The "new" addition rises
2 stories and pilasters, corner and fascia boards were added to the new south-
ern end wall. At the same time the southern gable became fully pedimented.
A 2 story porch projects from the north gable. Particularly noteworthy i^'
the leaded glass decoration in its front door's sidelights. Still intact VTi-

side are wide 18th c. floor boards and a handsome Victorian stair rail.
Original .1780 ' s panelling is still extant in a second floor bedroom. Also
noteworthy is this property's stone water tower and garage. The garage doors
feature large panels containing diagonal boards and the whole structure is
swathed in wood shingles. A bell situated on the southern gable looks like
it may have been situated on a fire department building. (No evidence has
been found to suggest that this structure once housed volunteers and fire
dept, equipment.) At any rate this structure 'appears to date to the early
1900's.

The 3 story stone water tower on this property is one of two turn of
e century

towers in Sherborn . (A conical stone and wood water tower
is located on Nason Hill and is associated with Stannox Farm) . It was apparen
tly built for Dr. John Merriam who acquired this property in 1899.

BIBLIOGR-APm’ and/or REFERENCES

Maps of 1788, 1874 and 1889^1657
Owner's research
Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research .

"The Robbery at Sherborn" - Sherborn Historical Society paper, Jan. 13, IS

Anne C. Shaughnessy - A Guide to Sherborn and- The History of Sherborn
Historical Sketches, Sherborn Tercentenary, 1652—1952" by Francis Bardwe]

20M-2/80



^0 pKOspeci^y.

20 Prospect Street ,

an

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE

For many ears Prospect Street was known as the "New Road to Framingham".
During the late 19th c. four houses were spread out along this thoroughfare
which meanders along the north side of Brush Hill. John Death, the son of

John Death who came to Sherborn in 1677, settled on the site of 20 Prospect
Street at the time of his marriage to Elizabeth Barber in 1698. Later,
during the 17oo*s, this area was associated with the Perry family. Cooper
Moses Perry (1755-1819) made barrels and casks on the site of 3 Prospect
Street. In 1780 William Tucker bought property at 20 Prospect Street from
Moses Perry and built "Tucker's Tavern" much closer to the road than it is

today. Before the Mansfield and Framingham Railroad tracks were laid out
in 1869, Coolidge St. intersected with Prospect St. just to the south of
Tucker's Tavern. Thus Tucker's enterprise was located at a key North Sherborn
intersection

.

William Tucker brought his family from Milton to Sherborn in 1780. At
that time he built a structure which contained his living quarters, a West
India Goods Store and a tavern. Tucker's son, Deaoon William_Tucker married
Julia Twitchell in 1786 and gained prominence in late 18th c. Sherborn as
Town Clerk and Representative to the General Court in 1787 and as Selectman
in 1787 and 1790.

"Tucker's Tavern" was to figure prominently in the not very extensive
annals of Sherborn crime. An attempted robbery and a murder took place
on this property in 1799 and 1853, respectively. On the night of 21, June,
1799, Isaac Moore and Samuel Smith, both of Sudbury, entered Tucker's house
with intent to steal a variety of goods. Among the items included in the
inventory of spoils were linen, handkerchiefs, knives, hats tea, "3 Pairs
of spectacles", etc. - in other words, the stock of Tucker's store. The
Sudbury men were immediately apprehended and were "tried at the October
term, 1799, for the offence". The jury found Moore not guilty of burglary
but guilty of stealing and found Smith guilty of both. Moore was sentneced
to be publicly whipped and "to be confined at hard labor three years, to
P^y William Tucker $170.00, which, with the goods restored, is treble the
value of the goods stolen, and to pay the cost of prosecution." Smith was
sentenced to be "hanged by the neck until he was dead" . Tradition says
that he sold his body to the town doctors and while awaiting execution spent
the money for a last meal consisting of gingerbread.

Deacon William and Julia Twitchell Tucker's daughter, Sally, married
Nathaniel Perry, son of Moses Perry 3rd of 3 Prospect Street and their son.
William inherited this property. He sold it in 1853 to Galem Bowditch. In t
that year a notorious murder took place here. Reuben Cozzens was murdered
and his wife was mortally wounded "when some villain entered this house on
the evening of the 14th inst." (September). The Selectmen offered a $300.00
reward for the murderer's apprehension. Mrs. Cozzens later identified the
murderer as a John L. Chapman. Joseph Valentine, owner of this house from
1957-1975 claimed that "the tools in the fireplace swing and clang on the
anniversary of the murder in the room where it occurred."

Late 19th c. owners of this property included an H.P. Chase (listed
in 1875) and a Craigin and Ackman (1886-1899) . In 1899 Dr. John Merriam of
Framingham bought the old Tucker Tavern and moved it to its present hill top
location. In 1904 he remodelled and enlarged this house adding Colonial



<30 Pn:i^pE(!.( m
20 Prospect Street

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE cont

.

Revival surface treatments. Named "Merryf ields " , it served as a summer
for his large family. In addition he ran a dairy farm on its ample grounds.
One of his sons recalled that when his father entertained his colleagues
on the farm the conductors of the Old Colony Railroad trains made special
stops at the foot of Prospect Street to accomodate the Merriam's guests.

The Merriams lived here until at least the late nineteen teens when
Adele S. Kaufman bought the property. She sold to Carl Bonwitt in 1925
who turned around and sold it the same year tcf James H, and Hattie Shedd

,

formerly of Arlington. Ma. He was the "president and general manager of
Indian Head Quarries on Coolidge St." In 1925 Shedd's company began to
mine the ledge which ‘towered over Coolidge St. His project was short lived
however, as the townspeople feared general loss of land values in the area.

In 1938 Homeowners Corp. took over this property but by 1941 Henry and
Ilia Flanders had bought it. In 1948, one time Chief of Staff at Children's
Hospital, Dr. Paul F. Ware and his wife Mary bought the old Tucker's Tavern
and sold to Joseph W. Valentine in 1957 who in turn sold to William and
Susan L. Ware in 1975.
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"Tucker Tavern"
Early 20th century views of Dr. John Merrlam*s

" Meri'yf l«l<3s". Photographs courtosy of Susan Ware.

mm
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c
•'Merryf ields" c*1904,prior to •'Colonial Revivallzatlon" .

Note the abscence of dormers ,west porch and "built-out"
south gable.



40 ^ '

"Merryf ields'*as seen from Peter's Hill.

- ” The original ell is located to the left of ths
windmill. Prospect Street is situated at the far
left.

Water Tower at 20
Prospect St. (early 1900s)
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ric Name Shedd-Stratton House

Original residence

Present residence

Area Form no.

1 zo

S 24 Prospect Street

Sherborn

rship:£2 Private individual
Private organization_

Steve Solomon

' Public
I

J Original owner pr . .Tnhn Mpr ri am

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

Recorded by Edward W» Gordon

Organization Sherborn Historical Commission

Date August, 1981

DESCRIPTION:

Date ^ iQnfi

Source—Margaret Dowse Buntin' s rs ^
Style elements of Colonial Rpviv;=)1

Architect

Exterior wall fabric shingle

Outbuildings

Major alterations (with dates)

Moved Date

Approx, acreage / QD

Setting Close to road, stone wall along

driveway pre-dates house

%

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and
evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

This attractive dwelling is two and one half stories tall, constructed of wood,
and swathed iii wood shingles. Its main 3 bay facade features a recessed porch and
a small square second floor window which contains stained glass panels. This house
culminates in a gable roof and has a brick central chimney.

^

I

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

t -
I

This house's driveway was #20 Prospect Street's '

original driveway. #20 Prospect Street was moved back from the road to its present
j

hilltop location c. 1904. One might surmise that #24 was built as a caretaker's
|

house for #20.

The house at 20 Prospect Street and the 150 acre dairy farm was
owned by Dr. John Merriam from 1899 to the nineteen teens at which
time he sold the property to James and Hattie Shedd. In 1926, Joel
H. Stratton bought this house and one acre of land from Mr. Shedd.

BIBLIOGR.^Pm' and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research

20M-2/80



Private organization
Richard Darby

Public

Original owner Amanda Davis

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

DESCRIPTION:

Date 1870's

/
Source "Rowena Butler's ^Reminiscences"

0T
Style Italianate

nI Architect

Exterior wall fabric clapboard

Outbuildings garage

Recorded by ndward m, r^vr^on

Organ iz.at ion sherborn Historical Cnimm' on

Date Aucrust , 1981

Major alterations (with dates) I

1
porch to rear probablv 20th centurv

addition

Moved Date

Approx, acreage 4.15

Setting adjacent to sweeping curve of

Prospect Street, situated on well maintainec

tree shaded lot m

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and
evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

This c. 1870 balloon frame dwelling is one of Sherborn's most appealing Post
Civil War residences. Its irregular plan represents a departure from the

rectangular plan of Greek Revival houses built before 1860. Rising 2 1/2
stories to a gable roof with return eaves, its clapboards are painted blue
with white trim. Its narrow, round arched attic windows strike an Italianate
note

.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owTiers played in local ox state history
and how the building relates to the 'development of the community)

This house was built in the 1870 's by Amanda Davis who lived at 3 Prospect Street.
For iiiany years this was the home of the Alden Adams family. His son Oliver was one
of the last people in town to drive a horse and buggy—into the. late 1920' s.

Aldens daughters Charlotte and Harriet lived here ^into tho

1950s. Charlotte married Perry Dowse of 115 North Main St.

,:md Harriet v/as a housekeeper for Deborah Dowse Coolidge of

2 North Main St.
. / / j.

This house is one of the very few ' Victorian '/house syintovvn.

Older houses continued to be enlarged and modified .

BIBLIOGRAPHY' and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research
Rowena Butler's Reminiscences"
maps of 1875 and 1889

ii
• I ^ ’

<
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SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

Recorded by Edward (j. Gordon

Organization Sherborn Historical Coinin.

Date June - July 1981

Area Form no.

1 2^Z

Sherborn

ess 127 Prospect Street

oric Name Rev. Howard N. Brown Hou se

Original residence

Present residence

rship
: C3 Private individual
Private organization James

Geoqheqan

Public

Original owner undetermined

DESCRIPTION:

Date c. 1835 - 1850

Source Marqarf^
Dowse Buntin' s file

Style mid 19th c. frame vernacular

Architect

Exterior wall fabric clapboard

Outbuildings

Major alterations (with dates) house was

probably enlarqed c. early 1900' s. 1|

Prospect St. was an ell on this hous |

Moved
moved 1940'

s

Date

Approx, acreage
,9.00

Setting located at bend in Prospect

hidden from view by screen of tr^s
.

j

(Staple additional sheets here)



ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and
evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

This house appears to have been greatly enlarged - it may have been
built as a 1^ story Cape. Its front door is flanked by narrow multipane
sidelights and is in the center of the 5 bay main facade. Colonial Reviv-
al porches with Tuscan columns project from the front and rear walls (pro-
bably early 1900' s addition). A double shed dormer projects from the center
of the roof's northern slope.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role ov,Tiers played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

Some confusion exists concerning the labeling of this house on the
1875 and 1889 maps. The "Otis Adams" which appears in this vicinity may
be associated with either this house or a property across the street.

The Rev. Howard N. Brown, minister of Kings Chapel owned it in the
early 1900' s and kept a large herd here . "The milk was so rich and pure
it v;as sold to Children's Hospital". In the 1940' s an ell was moved off
and became 137 Prospect St.

Anne C. Shaughnessy notes that "The George Abbot's who acquired it
in 1930, arrived from Beacon Hill wi^h the intention of covering the farm
with shamrock and raising sheep to produce Irish wool".

Note; A 1925 obituary says that Mrs. Brown, wife of Rev, Howard N,
Brown, had lived on Prospect St. in Sherborn for 28 Years before moving to
Prospect St. in Framingham - i.e. 1892-1920.

Mrs, Geoghegan, current owner, notes that the Browns were among
the first in the area to heed Louis Pasteur (1822-JL895) and pasteurize their
milk

.

BIBLIOGRAPHY' and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research

Anne C. Shaughnessy - A Guide to Sherborn

Maps of 1875 and 1889



FORM 3 - BUILDING Area Ford no.

«

I

Town Sherborn
|

1

1

Addres s 1 Sanger Street

Historic Maine Sherborn Town Hall

1

Use: .Original town ine©tings, high schc

Pres>ent police station

I

Ownership):0 Private individual

I

1
X

, Private organitation

1

- ‘ T - Public Town of Sherborn

'
' Original owner

- V -

»

DESCRIPTIQ.M:

Date 1858

Source Mark P. O'Brien

August 1981

Style Italianate

Architect Elbridge Boyden of Worceste

Exterior wall fabric clapboard

Outbuildings

Major alterations (w:. th dates) major ir

terior changes after 1876 fire on

first floor, staircase removed, nort

west room created
Moved * Date

Aporox. acreage less than one acre

Setting situated on southeast corner

of Church common. surrounded 1 ^gj^rcl

tecturally and historically signif i-

cant structures of the Town Center
(e.g. First Parish Church, Col, Cal^
Sanger House, etc .)



1^5 ^

*Church Common. It greatly contributes to the 19th century charm of Sherborn
Center.

• SciYr:|cr Sl"-
“Icuovv

^ar.t archiiectural features and

w it bin c ommun i t >0

ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (de scrioe iJttcr

evaluate in terns cf other buildings

The Sherborn Town Hall, (currently the Police Station), rests on a granite
block foundation and rises 2k stories to a gable roof and cupola. The principal
entrance to the building is on its northern gable end. Along with the Greek
Revival First Parish Church to the north it is adjacent to the Church Common,
in the heart of Sherborn Center. To the south, across Sanger Street, is the
Sherborn Library (1971) and the Center School (1910). Directly across Wash-
ington Street to the west are private homes whose architecture compliments
that of the public buildings - e.g. the Col. Calvin Sanger House (1819) and
store (1805) , 8 and 12 Washington St. respectively and the Flagg House (1740).

at 2 2 Washington Street....
. . _ . _ ,

The Old'Towh Hall's principal building' material -is wood; Its roof is

covered with asbestos shingles. Its most distinctiveexter ior feature is the
small square cupola in the center of the roof. The cupola is composed of a

platform, a square midsection which displays square windows set into round
arched panels, and a bracketed cornice. It culminates in a diminutive dome
and a weather vane.

The treatment of this building's walls is similar on all four sides,
is tically , its surface treatments are distinctly Italianate.

The 3 bay main facade exhibits a wide central entrance which is bordered
by Doric pilasters and a pedimented entablature. It is flanked by a single
window which is fully enframed and capped by a bracketed hood. Variations
on the Palladian window form appear in the center of the second and attic
levels. The second floor's triple window is surmounted by a triangular pediment.
The attic window's three segments culminate in round arches. Its edges are
boldly defined by quoins, fascia boards and a modillion cornice. The side
walls are 5 bays wide. Projecting from the west wall is a small open porch
above which is a sign which reads "Police". To the south of the porch is a
fire escape stairway which leads to a door cut into the second floor wall.

The Town Hall's interior was extensively remodelled, after a fire in 1876.
Only one of its original stairways is still extant. The pressed tin walls and
ceiling of the stair hall display a "fleur de lis" motif. The second floor's
hall was modified by the addition of Colonial Revival treatments in the 1920' s.

The Old Town Hall, the work of the highly skilled Worcester architect,
Elbridge Boyden , is a stylish, well crafted Italianate public building. Along
with ^the^ First Parish Church it is a major focal point on the east side of the *
BIELIO^Xpm ana/or REFuRtNC^ES

Anne C, Shaughnessy The History of Sherborn --

"Sherborn Past and Present 1674-1924" compiled by members of the Sherborn
Historical Society

"Historical Sketches - Sherborn Tercentenary 1652-1952" compiled by Francis
Bardwell

Maps of 1857, 1875, 1889

20M-2/80



’ Sayxjcr St* l6a)v^ Hall

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE Old Town Hall, 1 Sanger Street

Sherborn's Old Town Hall has been as important focus of community life
since 1858, It is located at the southeast corner of the Church Common in
the heart of Sherborn Center. Over time it has housed town meetings, the
Dowse High School, the town library, meetings of various clubs and organiza-
tions, and most recently, the local Police Dept. It was built from plans
provided by Elbridge Boyden (1813-1896), architect of Worcester's Mechanics
Hall.

From 1674 until 1809 the business of church and town v;ere inextricably
bound and meetings were conducted in the First Parish Church. In 1836 the
Town purchased a structure which had been built on the common as a private
academy. Town meetings were held in this apparently unimpressive structure
until the Town's people became disenchanted with it in the 1850' s. It was
noted in a local newspaper editorial that "It is poorly fitted for the transa
tion of our public business and the hall is by no means suitable for those
lectures on moral and scientific subjects that the welfare of the Community
demand." The ediface completed in 1858 was "a neat structure of sufficient
size for the wants of the Town and contained two graceful stairways leading
to the large meeting hall, which the Town's people used so much that it neede

"

remodelling in 18751' That it required remodelling 17 years after its opening
was undoubtedly because it housed a high school until 187 4. Indeed', the Town
Hall had been built with the intention of housing the Dowse High School.
Thomas Dowse, Cambridgeport businessman, philanthropist and relative of t^j^

leather dressing Sherborn Dowses, bequeathed $5,000. to the Town. The anWFal
income from the Dowse School Fund was to be used for the support of a public
high school. (For many years the fund realized $400. a year.) According to
reports of the School Committee a "spacious and elegant school room was
furnished in the Town Hall, and the school opened in March, 1859, under the
guidance of Mr. F. A. Baker of Dedham. Sixty pupils enrolled for the first
term. The classroom extended across the back of the first floor. Sherborn's
first public high school remained in the Town Hall until the summer of 1873.
In September of the following year Sawin Academy opened its doors to Sherborn
high school students. (Sawin Academy was located on the site of the present
Sherborn Public Library, across Sanger St. from the Old Town Hall.

In 1876 a fire destroyed much of the first floor of the Town Hall. For-
tunately, fire insurance had been purchased by the To^vn Fathers a year earliei
prior to remodelling. During the renovation which followed, one of the main
stairways was removed to create a northwest corner room for the Town Library.
Since 1860 the library had occupied a small middle room in the building. The
new room was outfitted at a cost of $406.76. Francis Bardwell notes that
"it had an ingrain carpet on the clean floor space, and was heated by an air-
tight stove that could heat but did not smoke."

In 1893 the town voted to build a brick vault in addition to the fire-
proof town safe. It was constructed at a cost of $400. and had to extend
beyond the building. The additional land required for the extension was
deeded to the town by C. A. Clark.

During the late 19th and early 20th centuries a number of local clubs
and organizations held meetings in the second floor hall with fees scaled
according to the type of social function. Only the Temperance Group, a power



r

^o)v\ Hall> Sarc^c r 'b't •

N
ful force in town life. used it without charge.

By the 1930 's a heatting and plumbing system had to be install®^ this
• ^ ^

J

~
‘-'c3 e^'‘' Tn-^T’ * s

building.' The Selectmen's room had been heated by a pot-bellied stove.

Since 19^1 Sherborn ' s Old Town Hall has served as a Police Station.
•-Recently threatened with demolition, a group of concerned Sherborn citizens

rallied to save this architecturally and historically important structure.
In 1856 an editorial in a local newspaper expressed the need_ for a new Town
Hall and noted that "we do not aspire to ar. ediface so spacious and costly
as some of our neighbors but we would have one that in some ^oodedegree com-
ports with the intelligence and taste of the age in which we live."



I Sawder St' ^00)10

I

The Sherborn Town House
This structure contained the
towns first public library
and a school.

CI87OS Streopticon view
courtesy of the Sherborn
Historical Society.



ARCHITECTUR.M SIGxNIFIC.ANCE (describe important architectural features and

evaluat^e in terms of other buildings within community)

Although denatured by aluminum siding this house retains its integrity
of form, if not fabric. It is composed of a 2 story main block (crowned by
a hip roof and massive brick central chimney) and a two story ell. Like
many 17th and 18th c. New England homesteads this house's principal facade
faces west. Its fenestration has been altered - a mid 20th c. "Colonial"
bay window appears to the left of the entrance. The main entrance is flanked
by multipane sidelights and an understated classized entablature.

I

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history

and how the building relates to the development of the community)

This house's land was part of the Leland family’s extensive holdings,
Henry Leland settled in south Sherborn in 1654. His grandson. Col. Joshua
Leland (born 1741) built a small house on this property in 1761. When Joseph
and Martha Daniels Coolidge inherited this land in 1780 they moved the old
Leland house into the dooryard during the construction of their new home.
Martha was the granddaughter of Joshua Leland. The old Leland house stood
next to the Coolidge House until about 1890. Joseph Coolidge was born in
1757 and his first child was born in 1782. Assessors' records of 1798 list
Joseph Coolidge as this house's owner. This house passed to a member of
his wife's family, Timothy Daniels, about 1820. It remained in the Daniels
family for four generations. Both Coolidges and Daniels were related to
Lelands. In many respects the Lelands are the Sherborn Founding Family.
In 1850, Henry Leland, son of Hopestill, was referred to as "our ancient
ancestor" by 9,624 descendants.

Note: The corner of Snow St. and So. Main St. is part of the oldest
road in Sherborn. It began at Sewell's Brook, near which Nicholas Wood
built his house, went west through Snow St., turned south at Main St. and
followed on tO the Charles River.

4

D. Webster Daniels lived in this house until his death c. 1920 at which
time his son, David, and his family moved back to the homestead from Zion's
Lane. They remained here until the late 1930s when they moved to 9 North
Main St. - the Pratt-Onion House.

BIBLIOGR-^PHY and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin’ s research
Anne C. Shaughnessy - A Guide to Sherborn and The History of Sherborn

Maps of 1874, 1889
1798 Assessors Records

Joseph Blanchard's reminicences
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Area Form no.

Sherborn

2 Snow Street

ric Name Leland-Coolidge House

Original residence

Present residence

rship :O Private individual
Private organization Franklin

King

Public

Original owner Joseph Coolidge

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features^
Indicate north.

1
M

Recorded by

Source Margaret Dowse Buntin' s fil

Style Georgian

Architect

Exterior wall fabric aluminum

Outbuildings barn

Major alterations (with dates) old Lelan

house on property dismantled c. 189

Moved Date

Approx, acreage JtSl.

Organization Sherborn Historical Comm .

Date June - July 1981

Setting western portion adjacent to

busy So. Main St .

,

large late 19th

barn is of interest on property

(Staple additional sheets here)
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The second Leland House, moved north to dooryard

of 2 Snow Street in 1780

The old Leland house stood next to the Leland
Coolldge House until about I89O,
photograph from by Anne
C.Shaughnessy,

mt



FORM 3 - BUILDING

1

Sherborn

23 South Street

oric Na.ne Henry M. Channing House

or "Little Pond"
:• Original residence

Present residence

Area Form no.

ership; lEE Private individual
Private organization Neil W,

Wallace

M2.SSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL COMMISSION
Boston, MA 02108

Public

Original owner Henry M. Channing

Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings

DESCRIPTION:

Date 1910
or geographical
Indicate north.

:eatures

Source Mrs. Francis Birch (da>..^ht

of Henry Channin
5 ty 1 e Neo Georgian

Architect Biglow or Bigelow

Exterior wall fabric brick, wood trim

Outbuildings attached garage

Ma’or alterations (with dates) southwest

wing completed in 1922

rCVrjrL

Recorded

Moved Date

Approx, acreage 33.33 acres

Setting adjacent to Little Pond Wilcj

citation Sherborn Historical Comm.

July 1981

Life Sanctuary, surrounded byl^^il

maintained grounds.



^3 Souti^ S't- /<^0

aklh T£CTUR.^L SIGKIFIC.ANCE (describe iripcrcar.t a

evaiuEte in terris cf other buildings vithir.

chitectural features and

cooLT,unity)

Between 1900 and 1930 Sherborn's oldest area of settlement, the south-
eastern and southwestern portions of town, became known for its country
estates. Wealthy Bostonians built rambling houses and acquired large tracts
of land along Farm Road, the Charles River, South St, etc. Much of this area
was and is unspoiled - its countryside is characterized by forests, brooks,
ponds and marshland. The Henry M. Channing House or Little Pond is one
of the very few brick structures in Sherborn. It was built in 1910 by Lock
Lumber Company of Norwood and its architect was either Biglow ar Bigelow.
It reflects Mrs, Henry M, Channing*s "love of the chaste 18th century style".
Originally L-shaped in plan it became U-shaped upon the completion of the
southwest vring in 1922 by an architect named Henderson. Two stories tall,
it is crowned by a hip roof. Stylistically it may be called Neo-Georgian.
Its main (south) facade is flanked by wings and faces a circular driveway.
A long straight road links the circular driveway with South St. The center o

its 7 bay main facade is set off by six Doric pilasters (with dentillated
capitals). The pilasters, together with the "French doors" of the first and
second floors provide a verticle note countering the horizontality of the
house's massing. A simple wrought iron balcony projects from beneath the
second floor's three central windows. Above the pilasters is a narrow entab-
lature. The southwest wing's double chimneys are linked by a segmental brick
arch.

The northern facade's rendering is considerably less cohesive. Its 7

central bays are sandwiched in between a colonnaded porch at its northeast
corner and three Doric pilasters with a broken entablature at its southwest
corner. The central portion of the northern wall's roof line is accented by
a row of 5 projecting round headed dormers which are sheathed in copper.

(
Projecting from the west wall is a "glassed in porch" which is crowned by a
wrought iron porch railing.

I

BIBLIOGR.HPrri' and/or REFERENCES

iK

. Telephone j,nteryj,ey? with Mrs.
Jr^nci? Birch

Anne C, Shaughnessy ^ The His -e

tory of Sherborn

Henry M. Channing 's daughter, Mrs. Francis Birch, recalls that the "big
living room" had mahogany bookcases, mantles and a mirror from 409 Common-
wealth Ave. - this townhouse was built in 1898 by Peabody and Stearns for the^

Minots, her mother's family. 9^.
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HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE 23 South Street

Henry M. Channing (1880-1965) first came to Sherborn * s Little Pond iTa
around the turn of the century. An enthusiastic gunner, he and his brother
would take the train from Chestnut Hill to Dover's Farm Station and walk
to their rented shack at Little Pond, to the northwest of South Street.
Henry bought his first tract of Sherborn land in 1901 and purchased Charles-
cote Farm, the old Morse place, in 1903. He ran Charlescote Farm as a club
for his duck hunting Harvard friends. (He sold it in 1922 to Richard Salton-
stall) . He built "Little Pond" in 1910. It was named after the nearby
glacial kettle drum pond which is rich in fish and water fowl. His daughter,
Mrs. Francis Birch, recalls that she contracted malaria from the Italian
laborers who dug its foundations. Over several decades he acquired large
tracts. That southeast Sherborn retains much of its wild natural beauty
is due largely to the generosity of Henry M. Channing,

His first gift, a stretch of high cliffs along the Charles River, was
the nucleus of the more than 500 acres v/hich would comprise the Town Forest.
In addition he donated the Little Pond Sanctuary's 283 acres to the Massachu-
setts Audubon Society. In 1939 he was Chairman of Sherborn 's first Planning
Board. He was also active in the Sherborn Historical Society. His children
sold "little Pond" in 1965.

"Little Pond" fits squarely within the trend of southeast Sherborn 's

development as a country estate district between 1910 and 1930. During
the early 20th century wealthy Bostonians had to pay more taxes on their
securities. They moved to suburbs like Dover and Sherborn living ther-c^
in the summer and staying over night the first of Januarv so as to be taxed

‘in' those- smaller ' tovrns.



FORM B - BUILDING

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL COMMISSION
' 294 Washington Street, Boston, MA 02108

Area Form.no.
}

/'Z'6
1

Sherborn

’ss 5 South Main Street

^iric Name possibly James Salisbury House

Original residence

Present residence

ship
: S3 Private individual
Private organization

John Wentworth Merrill

Public

location in relation to nearest

Original owner james Sali .qhnr
a

^WRIPTION :

Date July, 1981 of town's two major roads

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and
evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

This charming cape's five bay main facade displays a handsome late Federal/Greek
Revival entrance. Its front door is,- flanked by narrow multi-pane sidelights and atten-
uated pilasters. It is crowned by a solid transom and cornice. Its edges are defined
by narrow corner and fascia boards. Projecting from its steeply pitched roof are two

dormers which were probably added in the early 20th century.
-

• . The

gables' small triangie of shingles and small square windows were proj-^ably added in the
1890 's or early 1900' s. This house greatly contributes to the small-town charm of
Sherborn Center.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

Built in c. 1840, this dwelling had the first telephone exchange in Sherborn. It

may have been built for James Salisbury, who owned a cider m. ill, a paint shop, and a

canning factory. These sturctures were located to the north of this property near the

memory statue and the town parking lot. He is reputed to have had one of the earliest
food canneries and to have canned food for Civil War troops. In 1875 a Mrs. J. Pratt
owned this property. By 1889 Joshua Bolbrook owned the house. He took over Elbridc^
Bickford's blacksmith shop which stood to the south of the house. His daughter Cellf
operated Sherborn' s first telephone exchange from this house's kitchen. She also ran
her father's blacksmith shop xintil after her marriage to Albert Barber in 1907.

Note;The street from the junction of Farm Road to the
present junction of Main and Washington Streets was not
laid out until about 1850.

BIBLIOGRAPm' and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research
Anne C. Shaugnessy-A Guide to Sherborn

Maps of 1788,1857,1875,1889.

20M-2/80
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MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL COMMISSION

Area Form, no.

It 7

Sherborn

SS 25 South Main Street

brie Name Pilgrim Church or

Original

Present

'The Brown Church"
Church

Church

rship: Private individual
Private organization Pilgrim

Church -United Church of Chric;

Public

Original ownegherborn Evangelical
Society

> X WX X I'W

Draw map showing property '

s

location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

(I

DESCRIPTION:

Date 1830-remodeled 1853

Source " Sherborn Past & Present"
167 '4 -1924

Style I tal ian ate with r.nl.on i ,a1—raviva
ei emen ts

Exterior wall fabric clapboard

Outbuildings Horse sheds dismantled in

1930

13

Major alterations (with dates) 1853-rais
loft for basement & 20'added to rear
1924-new s t e ep 1 e ; 1 9 2 0 s &1960s inter!
alterations . 1^4 4 -rear addition

.

Moved nearer to mi^dj_e n fP^'^^ 1853

Approx, acreage less than 1 acre.

Recorded by Edward W. Gordon

Organization Sherborn Historical Comm,

Date June - July 1981

Setting Faces semi circular drive, to
South is Federal style Boweiv Adam ho
to north is small commercial/buildinq
to West is old Town Hall & new libra

(Staple additional sheets here)
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**cast iron round arched lintels. Unfortunately its steeple was lostyin a

lightening storm in 1923 and has been replaced by a Colonial Revival steeple

ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community) This church has been gr«
ly altered over the years. The present frame structure is essentially Italiar
ate ecclesiastical incorpor at ing^^the original 1830 church along with interior
and exterior alterations from the^l920s & 1960s. For many' years it was known a

"the Bf'own Church— it was apparently painted brown in the 1850s. perhaps to si

ulate the more costly & fashionable brownstone building material ( e.g. Boston'
Arlington Street Church built 1859) . The sanctuary rests on a h\$K rusticated
basement. Its surface treatments display a richness unheard of in the Greek
vival or Federal chufch of several decades earlier-here the old 18th century
Georgian vocabulary has been revived and called I talianate-quoins appear at it

corners, a central pediment, column and pediment frame a n eo -P a 1 1 adi an window
Narrow rectangular windows are capped by what appears to be **SEE ABOVE

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history

and how the building relates to the development of the community) Pilgrim chu
origins lie in an early 19th century religious controversy which transformed 1

England religious life. Anne Shaughnessy comments in History of Sherborn tl

"in most cases it was the members of the Parish holding the more conservative
Trinitarian position who withdrew and formed ' s e cond ' r e 1 ig ious society in the
community'.' This is precisely what happened in Sherborn. Twelve rel igiousyconse:
tives petitioned the Town to create the Sherborn Evangelical Society. (It bee
officially known as the Pilgrim Church by act of Legislature in 1875. ) -^^wa
formed February 22, 1830 and its church building dedicated November 4, 1830
Prior to its construction , services had been held in the hall above Joseph
Sanger's store. , once situated on the Town Office lawn. The cost of the new
Church l^nd was $200 and the building $3000. In addition horse sheds were
erected "said sheds to be built with one roof and uniform". Theser stood unti
1930. The original bell was made in Medway at a cost of $500. (A new hell wa
installed aft*.*, the old one cracked) The first minister was Samuel Lee.

The Pilgrir* "hurch 1830 structure was extensively altered in 1853. It
was moved closer to the end of the lot and raised 10 feet to create a basemen'
An additiona] 20 ft. was added to the rear and the building "was finished off
a grand and substantial manner". The current steeple is ‘a replacement- the ol(

one was hit by lightning on June 24, 1923. The pastorate which deserves the
greatest attention was that of Rev. Edmund Dowse. A native of Sherborn ,

he
served as ^i’~ister of Pilgrim Church for 67 years (1837-1904) . Active in pub
affairs , he was chairm.an of the School Committee for 50 years. State senator
for 2 years end chaplain of the State Senate for 25 years. In 1924, the two
Protestant churches in Sherborn were rejoined to form the Federated Church of
Sherborn. The 'meetinghouse on the hill' was used for church service while th

Pilgrim Church was used for the Sunday school and rectory. By 1961 the Unit
ian contingent of the Federation withdrew and once again the two groups retur
to their old facilities. The Pilgrim church is currently among the nationwid
congregations which comprise the United Church of Christ. The creation of twcongregations wnicn compris
BIBLlO(JRAPhri' and/or REFERENCES

churches in 1830 was an event of major importance in a community which had be
one church tov;n" since the late 17th century.

Anne C . Shaughnessys A Guidg to Sherborn and .The Hlgtory of
gherbOLTi

Historical Sketches , Sherborn Tercentenary -I652-I952'
tiy ,?o Bardwell 20M-2/80
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Above

:

Entrance to the Pilgrim Church 1981

Below: Pilgrim Church with Boggestow Country Store to the left
and South Main St. in the foreground 1981

i



So. fllam Sf-

<T. Hooker House Pilgrim Church

Late 19thc, photograph courtesy of the

Boweir Adams House

kierhcri Historical Soc.
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I’ll.C.RlM CHURril

Pilgrim Church

^
CI900 photograph from ,,

Sherborn Past and Present 1 67^''! 924 •

The original steeple toppled to the
groimd during a lightning storm in 1922 •
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SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

Pilcirim cX\urO>\

Recorded by Edward W. Gordon

Organization Sherborn Historical Commission

Date July, 1981

Original residence

Present

rship: E3 Private individual
Private organization

Tnl 1 Pi Drisc/nll Rooney

Public

Original owner

DESCRIPTION:

Date c. 1815

Source Margaret Dowse Buntin' s researcl

Sty le Federal

Bowen Adams

Exterior wall fabric clapboard

Outbuildings

Major alterations (with dates)

Moved Date

Approx, acreage 4-. 00

Setting situated on a^ knoll above Farm Roc

and South Main Street intersection. To

the north of this property is the Pilgrim

Church

.

(Staple additional sheets here)

Area Form. no 1

J

oric Name Bowen Adams House

Sherborn

ess 27 South Main Street



37 So fTlam St-

ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and
evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

This stately 2 story Federal style residence possesses a center hall plan,

highly symmetrical 5 bay facade, and a hip roof. The main facade's projecting enclosed

entrance porch appears to be a c . 1850 's modification (note the bracketed triangular
pediment) . The Bowen Adams House is one of three well crafted Federal style houses
which contribute to the Architectural distinction of Sherborn Center (see 8 Washington!
Street and 1 North Main Street) /

HISTORICAL S I GNIF I C.ANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

In the 18th century this property was the site of the Timothy Sparhawk house and

was for many years called "Sparhawk Corner." By c. 1815 Bowen Adams, one of Sherborn 's

master builders, had constructed this house. He also built Dr. Everett's house at
1 Nor 1-1 1 Main Street. A Captain Bowen Adams is listed at this address in 1875. By
1900 the Driscoll family had bought the house and the current owner is one of the
Driscoll daughters.

It is interesting to note that South Main Street, between Farm Road and the
Central Cemetery was not laid out until about 1850. Farm Road originally continued
up a hill along the path of present day Sanger Street.

Note:Prior to i860 (the year a public library v/as established
in the Town Hall) there existed twocollections of books in
town. Bowen Adams maintained *The Agricultural' or 'Parmer's
Library in his home. 'The Social Library' or '.Proprietors
Library 'was founded in l8 o8 and kept in George Clarkes store
onilorth Main Street,

BIBLIOGRAPm’ and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research.

Maps of 1788,1857,1875,1889.

Anne C . Shaughnessy The History of Sherborn

"dr

20M-2/80



Area Fonr.

;29

.ghf^rborn

ess 31 South Main Street

oric Name Leland-Hawes House

Original residence

Present residence

rship
: 53 Private individual

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings

FredpricV Tompk t n q

Public

Original owner Frederick Leland

DESCRIPTION:

Date c. 1835-1840

Source Maraaret Dowse Buntin' s research

Style Greek Revival with later crinqerbread
or Carpenter Gothic treatments

Architect

Exterior wall fabric clapboard

Outbuildings garage

Major alterations (with dates)

and Dolvaonal bav orobably added in late

19th centurv.

Moved Date

acreage 1pc;c; l-han onp

Setting situated on well maintained comer

lot . Property enclosed by wooden fence

Date J^lyf 1981 and low brick retaining wall

.

Tothe north are the arch.&hist
, buildings of Sherbom Center.

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and
evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

Relieving the rigidly rectangular temple-like form of this c, 1835-1840 dwelling

are certain late 19th century modifications. Its main facade gable has been extended

out over porches which display tuscan colums. The pedimented attic above the

porches is enlivened by lacy carpenter Gothic decoration which decorates the eaves

and the wide central arch. Both eaves and arch exhibit scallopped edges and a punched-jl

out trefoil or shamrock motif. The eaves of the southern wall's gable are similarly il

treated. The two story south bay was probably added c. 1870. The main entrance featu

Greek Revival molding and sidelights. In a town whose dwellings generally display
restrained surface treatments this house is a welcome anomaly.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

Built c. 1835-40 by Frederick Leland (b^rn August, 1818), this house was sold
to Sam Hawes. He was the father of Jeremiah or "Old Chilly" Hawes (born 1808) . Old

Chilly had a son, Alfred, who, with Frank Salisbury , went to Africa in 1873 to seek
diamonds. Salisbury was lost, never to return, but Hawes travelled with Dr.

Livingstone. He brought back Dr. Livingstone's navigational instruments. Mr. Hawes
married in South Africa and had a son, Alfred Arthur, who returned to Sherborn.
him. Hawes and his brother-in-law, Mr. Tidmarsh, served as scientists assigned tv^

a party led by Sir Randolph Churchill, father of Winston. In 1875 a J. Hawes owned
this property, and in 1889 the J. R. estate is liste_d,_ ^s. jtheobouse ' s owner.^ ^ ^ Hawes estate is listed, as Jihenhousi

*Jereiniahi Hawes "bouglit Joseph Sangers sTsorS

It was located to the south of the present Dowse Mem. Building

next to the Central Buipal Ground.Jeremiah v/as appointed ros'c

master in 1855 and his store became an important town gathering

place.
**Alfred Hawes, along with Amory Leland Babcock and Albert

P, Morse was one of the towns respected 19thc. naturalists.

An accomplished taxidrmist his collection of stuffed beasts

birds and insects was put on display at the Peabody Museum,

and museums at Harvard and Wellesley (^olleges.In 1892 he v/as

awarded a gold medal at the South African and International

Exhibition in Kimberly for his collection Gr.d identification

of insects of the region. His collection of native weapons and

utensils is unsurpassed and his photographic views of native

tribes proved ethnologically valuable.

BIBLIOGR-APm' and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research
Anne C. Shaugnessy-A Guide to Sherbom

and the History of Sherbom

maps of 1857,1875,1889.

20M-2/8I



Area Form 'no

/30

Sherborn

ess 35 South Main Street

oric Name Sherborn Almshouse
later St. Theresa 'a Church

Original almshouse

Present Catholic Church

rship : E2 Private individual

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

Archdiocese of Boston

Public

Original owner Town of Sherborn

DESCRIPTION:

Date 1898

Source a. C. Shauanessv-A Guide to Sheri

Style elements of Colonial Revival

Architect william Collett of Boston

Exterior wall fabric clapboard

Outbuildings

Major alterations (with dates) interior

alterations during summer of 1925

Moved Date

Recorded by
Edward W . Gordon

Organization Sherborn Historical Commission

Date July, 1981

Approx, acreage less than one acre

Setting set back from South Main Street

in front of semi-circular driveway

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and
evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

Architecturally Sherborn's first Catholic Church building is a structure whose
simple T-shaped form and lack of surface d.ecoration reflect its original use as a

shelter for the town's poor. Constructed of wood/ it rises 2 1/2 stories to a

steeply pitched hip roof. Projecting from the rectangular main block is a 2 bay
gable which might be loosely termed a central pavillion. Flanking the central
pavillion are Colonial Revival porches and entrances which are Greek Revival in

feeling. (Its front doors are enframed by sidelights and rectangular transoms

—

jLather conservative for the late 1890' s, even in the country.) The only purely
decorative note is the attics oval window which is accented by four "keystones."

HISTC. I CAL SIGNIFICANCE (sxplain the role owners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

This structure was built to serve as an almshouse by the town in 1898. Its
architect was William Collett of Boston. During the late 19th century the almshouse
had been located in North Sherborn on Rockwood Street. Shortly after the South Main
Street almshouse was built, the need for such a facility had diminished to such an
extent that it was closed. It was used for a time as a parsonage for the Pilgri '<

Church, and then left vacant. Fortunately the wish of the town to divest itself
of an unused building came at the time of the Catholic Community's search for a hou?e
of worship. By the 1920 's some 25 to 30 Catholic families lived in Sherborn. They
had to journey all the way to Holliston or Natick to attend church services. On
September 9, 1923, William Cardinal O'Connell, Archbishop of Boston, permitted the
formation of the Chapel of St. Theresa or the Little Flower as a mission of St.

Patrick's Church, Natick. The transfer of the almshouse to St. Theresa's occured
on August 8, 1924, and the first service was held there the following autumn. Father
Michael Delaney of Natick said the first Mass. The first resident priest. Rev. Edward
J. Riley, was appointed in 1945. He acquired the present rectory, #24 North Main
Street, in 1947.

BIBLIOGRAPHY’ and/or REFERENCES

Anne C. Shaugnessy-A Guide to Sherborn
-A History of Sherborn

20M-2/80



Area Form no.

orn

39 South Main Street

Name Horatio Coolidge House

inal residence

ent residence

d: S3 Private individual
Private organization_

Francis Mahard

Public

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

Original owner Horatio Coolidge

DESCRIPTION:

Date 1820-1830

Source Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research

Style cape with Greek Revival front door

Architect

Exterior wall fabric ^i^Pt>oard

Outbuildings Harn—now an apartment

Savji’^

Record 3'i by Edward W. Gordon

- t %
Organize '.on Sherborn Historical Commission

Date Julv, 1981

r '-r.rr

Major alterations (with dates)

Moved Date

1 50
Approx, acreage *

Setting partiallv hidden behind fir treq^

to the north of this property is St.

Theresa's Church
\

I.

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and
evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

This is a simple 1 1/2 story cape. Its five bay main facade and 2 bay gable

walls indicate that it is one room deep and possesses a central hall. Its Greek

Revival main entrance is flanked by narrow bays and surrounded by handsome verticle

and horizontal moldings. A brick chimney projects from the roof's center.

HISTORICAL S I GKIFI C.ANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history
and how the bui Icing relates to the development of the community)

This attractive cottage was built in the 1820 's by Horatio and Cally Coolidge on

a corner of her brother Curtis's land. (He lived on the site of St. Theresa's Church.)
During the late 19th century one of the many Fleming families lived here. An E.

Fleming is listed as the owner of the house in both the 1885 and the 1889 maps.

In the early's 1900 's Jack McCarthy, oldest son of PatriclcflcCarthy lived here.

He owned the Curtis Coolidge House next door, which was moved to 91 South Main S ^^t
to accomodate the construction of the almshouse, later St. Theresa's Church.

Not«oId« Fleming live* in this house until the 1920 *s.
She sold it to Jack McCarthy.

BIBLIOGR-APm’ and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research Jossph Blanchard *S
Anne C. Shaugnessy-A Guide to Sherborn
1875 map

map

reminicenc es

20M-2/80



Sherborn

ss 44 South Main Street

ric Name J. William Coombs House

Original residence

Present residence

ship : CZl Private individual
Private organization Charles

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

1

rC>>

Blank

Public

Original ownerj. William Coombs

DESCRIPTION:

Date c. 1891

Source Maraaret Dowse Buntin' s fi

Style late 19th c. frame vernacular

Architect

Exterior wall fabric clapboard

Outbuildings barn - hen house
-

Major alterations (with dates) rear win

probablv early 20th c.

Moved Date

Approx. acreage^^5^n^

Reco"ded by Edward W. Gordon

Organization Sherborn Historical Coimn .

Date June - July 1981

Setting close to road on well

maintained tree shaded lot ^ not far

from Sherborn center to the North. ’

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTUFL\L SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and
evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

This residence is composed of a story main block and long, rambling
rear wing. In terms of massing, fene-stration^ and surface treatments it

seems more like an 1850’ s or 1860's cottage than a house built in 1891.
Perhaps it was moved.

hlSTORT^AL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state historv
—T.d how the building relates to the development of the community)

""his house was built in 1891. Its first owner was Bill Coombs, former-
ly of Maple Street. He married Mary Coolidge and bought much of her father ’<

land on the west side of South Main Street. Mr. Coombs was the town's
general carpenter and handyman. Although probably earning only a small
weekly pay check, he left $50,000. to Children's Hospital "that someone ^
else's child might be saved." His only child died young of a terminal ^
disease.

BIBLIOGRAPHY' and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research

Not on Maps of 1857,1875 or 1889.

20M-2/80



Area Form .n

/33

SKETCH MAP .

Dra'.-/ map showing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

Cgg>1_gW

Recorded by Edward w. Gordon

Organization sherborn Historical Commission

Date July, 1981

(Staple additional sheets here)

ess 67 South Main Street

oric Name Ezra Holbrook House

Original residence

Present residence

rship ; E3 Private individual
Private organization

Mt!^. HRorgp BRr^k.a±

Public

Original owner Holbrook

DESCRIPTION:

Date 1738

Source Morse's History of Sherborn

Style cape



(.T Sc. niam Si-

ARCHIThCTURAL SIGNIFICANCE (describe important architectural features and
evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

A portion of this 1 1/2 story cape dates to 1738. It is a long rectangular struct

with a c. 1920 's south wing. Its main facade features assymetrical fenestration and

simple window enframements . Three dormers (also c. 1920) and a central chimney project
from the roof.

Note; This ciweiiing’s picturesque picket fenge w^s
removed in i981.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

This venerable residence has historical associations with one of Sherborn's oldest

families—the Holbrooks. Apparently it was built for Ezra Holbrook and his bride,
'''race Coolidge , who were married on 30 November, 1738. Their second child Joshua was
iX>rn in 1743. He served in the Revolution and married Experience Dana in 1787. He

died in 1818, age 75. His brother Thomas (born 1748) , was a gunsmith.

Joshua Holbrook sold this property to Squire Dalton Gouldin^ about 1850. A J. W.

Goulding owned this property in the 1870 's and 1880' s. An Arthur Wright lived here

in the early 1900' s.* The Barakat family (Makana ) have lived here since the 1920' s.

NOTE: South Main Street has always been the only direct road from Sherborn to

Medfield, and as a result, is lined with pre-Revolutionary War structures which are

situated close to the road.

''Walter Wright,Arthur's father, owned the place until he .died.

He vat a Civil War soldiir.His daughter Eva married Albert
Gouldfng^'- _and built the house at ^4l South Main St*

** Squire Dalton Goulding was a surveyor. The Brauns of 190
Western Ave. have a map he drew of their property in the mid
19th century.

BIBLIOGR-APm' and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research
Morse ' s History of Sherborn
maps of 1788, 1875, and 1889

Joseph Blanchard’s reminlcences.

20M-2/80



FORM B - BUILDING

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL COMMISSION

294 Washington Street, Boston, MA 02108

rorm. no.

Sherborn

ess 91 South Main Street

oric NameThoraas Holbrook House

Original residence

Present residence

rship
:Q Pfivate individual
Private organization Robert W.

uraw map snowing property's
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

and Margaret Dowse Buntin

Pub 1 i c

Original owner Thomas Holbrook

uuiCRIPTION:

Date - ^ • 17 8 0

S our ce deduced frorn Susan Warp*c;
genealogical work

Style Cape (enlarged)

Arch ite-^t

Exterior wall fabric clapboard

Outbuildings garage

Maj or alt erations (with dates) 3 south

rooms (2 down , 1 up) added before 1!

McCarthy (1894) added 2nd story ove:

kitchen, Buntin added last 2 rooms I

Moved from 35 So. Main Date 1894 M

Approx, acreage \b.OO

Setting back 250' from heavily

traveled So. Main St. in the cente

Date June - July 1981 of a meadow

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTUR.'M SIGNIFIC.ANCE (describe important architectural features and !

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

Like several other Sherborn Capes this dwelling has been greatly enlargj

over the years. This long low structure rises Ih stories to a gable roof.

The northern half is the oldest segment - it ‘dates to c. 1760, Its doors

arad windows are simply enframed. This house was"modernized" after it was

moved in 1894 from 35 South Main Street. Patrick McCarthy took out the

central chimney, old* windows, latches etc. Its 3 south rooms were added
before 1800. McCarthy added the second story over the kitchen and the pre-
sent owners added the last two rooms of the ell.

Note: Beams in roof and cellar still have bark on them.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history

and how the building relates to the development of the community)

This house originally occupied the site of St, Theresa's Catholic Churcl

(formerly the Almshouse) at 35 South Main St). It has significant historical
associations with Thomas Holbrook, a master colonial gunmaker._ He built thei

house c. 1780. He was known for his excellent long rifles. It was Holbrook
who helped make Sherborn an important gun making center - a tradition carrie(

on in the 19th c. by Lelands and others. He also served as a Selectma-*^|^Ho;
brook moved to South Natick in 1790. It is difficult to determine who owned
this property for the next 16 years - it may have belonged to Thomas' son,
Thomas. In any event, Joseph Sanger apparently rented this house while he
was building his fine Federal residence which occupied the site of the Dowse
Memorial Building on North Main St, Sanger owned a store and tavern at the
Town Center and was the brother of Sherborn lawyer, politician, real estate
tycoon and cotton factory owner. Col. Calvin Sanger (8 Washington St.).
Curtis Coolidge bought this house in 1830. By the 1890' s the house was
vacant. Its land was chosen as the site of the new Almshouse. (The old Alms

house was located on Rockwood St,

)

In 1894 Patrick McCarthy acquired this h(

at auction for $5.00. It cost him $120.00 to move it to its present site.
Patrick McCarthy and Son manufactured McCarthy's Sparkling Cider. They bougl
Holbrook's world reknowned cider mill on Forest St. in 1909. The McCarthys
are credited with the birth of the "tonic" industry. Their first line of so^

drinks was called "Shawmut". This business passed from father to son (Charle
E. ) and was in operation until World War II.

1

(
BIBLIOGR.\Pm’ and/or REFERENCES

Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research
Maps of 1788. 1857, 1875 and 1889
Anne C. Shaughnessy - A Guide to Sherborn and The History of Sherborn
Susan Ware's Genealogical Work - 1981
1798 assessors records

20M-2/80



SKETCH MAP - .
.

Draw map showing property’s
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

Recorded by Edward W. Gordon -

Organization Sherborn Historical Comm .

Date June - July 1981

Area Form. no.

/ 35
'

Sherborn

ss 96 South Main Street

ric Name John Ware House

Original residence

Present residence

rship : El Private individual
Private organization Howard
J. Barnet

Public

Original owner John Ware

DESCRIPTION:

Date c, 1760 - 1770

Source Margaret Dowse Buntin' s file,

Style originally a salt box, greatly
;j|

• enlarged and "colonialized"
Architect

^

Exterior wall fabric clapboard

Outbui 1 dings shed

Major alterations (with dates) original

salt box enlarged c. 1850, later adt

tions date to 1945 and 1962,

Moved 25 ft, west, 100 Date i g4

s

ft, south
Approx, acreage 5.

Setting 'hidden from busy S.- Main St,

b y screen of trees and shrubs, lo
^J

is well maintained.

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFIC.ANCE (describe important architectural features and

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

Originally a 1^ story salt box, this house has been enlarged several
times and moved a short distance from its original site (facing south)

.

The main block rises 2S stories to a gable roof with short eaves. Its
handsome 5 bay main facade features a Federal-Greek Revival transitional
doorway. Although di;astically altered it retains its original door
and huge central chimney.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role o^sTiers played in local or state history

and how the building relates to the development of the community)

Although this house traditionally has been dated to the 1760' s, Sherborn|
resident Susan Ware's recent genealogical work points to an earlier date -

c. 1743. Its first owner John Ware (born 1717) married Martha Prentice in
1743. He inherited from his father, Joseph Ware, the northern portion of
the farm while his mother, Hannah Wood Ware (duaghter of Eleazer and Doi^^iy
Wood and grandaughter of Nicholas Wood) , inherited the southern half ana
lived at the Joseph Ware homestead at 102 South Main. It is more likely
that the John Wares built the house at 96 South Main St. at the time of
their marriage than in the i760's when they were in their 50' s. John Ware
served as Selectman in 1752 and 1758 and died in 1779.

John and Martha Ware's son, John, was born in 1753. He was a Selectman
(1782-1786 and 1788-1790) and Town Clerk and Treasurer (1784-1786 and 1788-
1790). His wife, Hannah Leland (daughter of Caleb, 320 Western Ave.), died
in childbirth in 1790 and was the first to be buried in the New South burial
ground with her infant. John then left Sherborn and died in Deerfield, Ma.
in 1833.

By the late 1780' s this house was owned by James Bickford. He raised
the roof of the old saltbox and added a central hall. This house remained
in the Bickford family at least into the 1890' s. In 1945 Charles Channing
moved the house several hundred feet south and a little further back from
the road. Howard Barnett added a wing to the main block in 1962.

It is interesting to note that South Main Street has always been the
only direct road from Sherborn to Medfield, and as a result, boasts several

early houses (e.g. the Sewell-Ware House c. 1692-1703 and the Ezra Holbrook
House, 1738 at 102 and 67 So. Main St. -respectively).

BIBLIOGRAPHY and/or REFERENCES
Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research
Anne C. Shaughnessy - A Guide to Sherborn
Maps of 1788, 1875 and 1889
Sus^n Wife's Genealogical Study on the Ware Family 1980-1981 20M-2/80|



FORM 3 - BUILDING Area Form no

Sherborn

100 South Main Street

oric Name Sew^ll-Ware House

Original ' residence

Present residence

rship : Private individual'
Private organization Robert

Selfe

Public

Ori<^inal owner Judge Samuel Sew3L-|

location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.
Indicate north.

Major alterations (with datesj lean-to
portion of saltbox removed in the
early 1900* s. Roof changed from
gambrel to gable at
date.

undetermined

.'•loved Date
1

Approx, acreage 21.00 acres
|

Setting faces south toward Sewall 1

Brook, adjacent to heavily travel!

So. Main St. (Rte. 27) 1

Source deduced from Harriet Forbd
"Seventeenth Century Houses of Middle!

2
'/ 1 - late 17th c. frame County]

vernacular with later alterations
Architect

Exterior wail fabric clapboard

Outbuildings garage

UtoLRIPTION:

Date, c, 1690

Organization Sherborn Historical Comm .

Date June - July 1981

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORIC.AL COMMISSION
294- Washington Street, Boston, MA 02.03

Re.v-1 1 by Edward W. Gordon

1
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Over time, this venerable dwelling has been greatly altered. At one tim

it had a gambrel roof and a one story lean-to on its north side. The present
house rises 2 \ stories to a gable roof. Its main (south) facade is four bays
wide. Its front door is flanked by narrow multipane sidelights and it is sur^

mounted by a hood supported by small brackets. Its side walls are 3 bays
wide. In the center, of its gable roof is a wide brick' chimney which is a re-
placement. Early 20th' c. photographs show a much narrower chimney (which in

turn probably replaced the original massive center chimney.) This house rest:

on a brick and rubble stone foundation.
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HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE

This house has significant historical associations with the late 17th
and early 18th century diarist and Massachusetts Colony Chief Justice Samuel
Sewall. From 1734 until 1876 it was the home of Sherborn's prominent Ware
family, Henry Ware (1764-1845) , Hollis Professor of Divinity at Harvard
College was born in this house.

The Sewall-Ware house's land was part of a 500 acre grant secured by
Captain John Hull in the 1660' s. It included all of Sewall 's Meadow and mud
of Sherborn Center, Hull resided in Boston, • He was a merchant, silversmith
and originator of the Pine Tree Shilling, His only daughter^ Hannah, marriec

- Samuel Sewall who became Chief Justice of the Massachusetts Colony but is

perhaps remembered most for serving as one of the judges of the Salem Witch
Trials in the 1690' s. The brook and meadow to the south of this house still
bear his name. The Sewalls inherited Hulls holdings, Sewall first mentions
visiting Sherborn in 1687 in his famous diary. He and his wife travelled th(

21 miles from Boston to Sherborn "to see the farm where we eat apples and
drink cider". Since "farm" did not necessarily mean that buildings were on
the property, it is difficult to determine if a portion of the present house
was extant in 1687, This writer concurs with Harriet Forbes, Margaret Dowse
Buntin and others that the oldest segment of the Sewall-Ware House was probai
built c, 1690 for Sewall' s tenant, farmer Moses Adams. Beginning in Novembe;
1690, Sew 11 recorded rent Adams paid for this Sherborn land. The first
definite reference to Adams' inhabitation occurs on April 14, 1703 when Sewa
mentions "the farm Moses Adams lives on".

In 1734 it was deeded to Captain Joseph Ware by Judith Cooper, daughter
of Judge Sewall and granddaughter of John Hull. Still in existence, the dee
mentions a house, barn and about 200 acres of land. The price was 750E.
Morse states that the first Wares to occupy this property built the present
house. Harriet Forbes observes that "it does not seem very probable that in
those economical days the Wares would replace a house only a little over
thirty years old."

In any event. Wares lived in this house for 150 years. Members of the
branch of the family associated with this dwelling distinguished themselves
in business, theology, education, medicine and law. Born in this house was
Joseph Ware, Revolutionary soldier who lost an arm at the Battle of White
Plains. Also serving in the Revolution were his brothers John and Benjamin,
Another brother, the Rev. Henry Ware (all were sons of John and Martha Prent
Ware) was born here on 1 April 1764, He graduated from Harvard in 1785 and
begcin preaching at Hingham's First Church in 1787. In 1805 he was elected t

the Chair of the Hollis Professorship of Divinity in Harvard College. His
election to the position was extremely controvertial because of his liberal
theological views. The discussions concerned with his acceptability were
among the first skirmishes of a "war" which would divide the Congregational
ecclesiastical syst@m of New England, The result would be the definition
of lines which separate Unitarians from orthodox Congregationalists

.

Rev, Ware's sons had distinguished careers in three different fields:
Henry Jr. was also a preacher and held the position of Prof. Pulpi Eloquence
and the Pastoral Care, Harvard University, 1830, Dr, John was "one of the
foremost of physicians and ablest of medical professors in Boston" and Willi
was the author of the narratives "Zenobia", "Probus" and "Julyan" among othe
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The Rev, Henry s 1st cousin once removed, the distinguished jurist and
lawyer, Ashur Ware (1782-1873), was born in this house,

Albert Penniman Ware (1811-1871), son of Ashur ' s brother, Henry, and
Irene Death Ware, was the last of his family to reside in the old homestead.
He teamed up with the Grout family on Washington Street to harvest cranberrie
from Sewail's Meadow, In 1830 the historian Bigelow had written of the "ver^
palatable cranberry sauce " which came from Sewall's Meadow,

In 1872 a Thomas Colford bought the Sewall-Ware House, His grandson,
Charles, sold the ancient homestead in 1945,



SS 109 South Main Street

ric Name ell of "ware Tavern"

Original ell on #113 South Main Stree

Present residence

rship : Private individual
Private organization_

Area
,

Form no.

1^7

Louis O'Neill

Public
I

SKETCH MAP
Draw map showing property’s
location in relation to nearest
cross streets and other buildings
or geographical features.

Original owner Eleazer Ware

DESCRIPTION:

Date c. 1815

Source Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research

Style 19th century vernacular

Architect

Exterior wall fabric wood shinalec;

Outbuildings

Major alterations (with dates)

Moved ell from Date

113 South Main Street
Approx, acreage ^ , nn

Setting situated on a corner road near

Sewell's brook

Date July, 1981— - - ^

(Staple additional sheets here)
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFIC.AIJCE (describe important architectural features and

evaluate in terms of other buildings within community)

This long ' U-shaped structure was originally attached to the rear of a larger

main block. Its principle facade is 6 bays long.
_
Its late 19th century 2/2 windows

are boldly enframed by wide verticle and horizontal -boards . Its main block is one

room deep, _ .

Its clapboards are currently swathed in weathered wood shingles. It is surmounted

by a gable roof whose attic may have had triangular windows as evidenced by infill in

their region
^

one story addition projects fron),.tbe main facade and2 Story additions extend from the rear vail.
two

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE (explain the role owners played in local or state history
and how the building relates to the development of the community)

This structure was originally an "ell" attatched to the rear of 113 South Main
Street, which was built after the Revolution. 113 South Main Street is said to have
been a tavern operated by Eleazer Ware. The "tavern" was sold to Brayton Bullard, Sr.,

whose son sold it to John Goulding. Prior to 1875, John Gouiding moved the ell

across the street to its present location. In 1884, John Jackson, an English immiyy^nt
bought this house, #113, and acreage along Goulding Street. John F. McElhinney

rield acquired the property in 1908, and it remains in that family.

BIBLI0GR.4Pm^ and/or REFERENCES

Maps of 1857,1875,1889.
Margaret Dowse Buntin' s research m
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